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eXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Ministry of Economic Development required 

information on the current stai:us of secondary manufacturing 

of solid wood products in Alberta and the markets for these 

products. A study was undertaken In early 1983 by Hallmark 

Engineering Ltd., the forest product~ division of Monenco 

Consultants Limited, and Woodbrid8e Reed and Associates. 

It was found that the secondary manufacturing sector 

was substantially greater than had been expected. It provides 

direct employment for nbout 5500 people in Alberta llnd has an 

annual sales volume in excess of $400 million. Over 300 

Alberta companies were contacted in the course of the study, 

the. majority by personal interview, and it is believed that 

the information obtained covers 90 percent of the activity in 

the Rector. 

Within the definition of secondary manufacturin8 

used, there were nine main industry sectors defined. These 

were manufacturers of: cabinets, doors, furniture, 

manufactured homes, ml11work~ relocatable structures, various 

reUk'lnU Cac t~red produc t s, t rus ses and winclows. 

The major J,art of the raw matedals used by most of 

these ihdustry sectors is not based on the Alberta forest 

resource but is imported from. other provincos, the u.s. and 

overseas. Some part of this demand could, technically, be 

satisfied by the Alberta resource if suitable manufacturin8 

fncUi ties or techniques exi-sted. An Alberta particleboard, 

or possibly HDF, plant would have a substantial domestic 



Inarket! Similarly, the availabili ty of specialty grades and 

dimensions of lumber that could, technically, be naanufactured 

from Alberta logs would encourage greater use of local 

material. 

The economic feasibility of such activities has not 

been a na lysed. 

The majority of the sales by the secondary 

lIl.lnufacturing sector is destined for consumption in Alberta. 

Thus the current depressed state of the Alberta economy, 

particularly in construction, has had a very severe effect on 

most of the compnnies. Industry sub-sectors, such as 

millwork, custos design cabinets and furniture and standard 

trusses, which all tend to be localised and sell within a 

relatively small area, are particularly badly affected. 

Considerable over-capacity exists and demand ~st recover 

dralll8tlcally before these industrieB can be expected to 

expand. 

There are however other industry sub-sectors where 

the manufacturing capacity in Alberta is well below the 

demand. Consequently, there appears to be growth potential 

for manufacturers of windows, doors, furniture and, to some 

extent, kitchen cabinets. The growth will, of course, depend 

on the ability of a local industry to compete with 

manufacturers from outside the province. 

There are a number of products, that could be 

manufactured from the Alberta forest resource, that have good 

potential in North American markets. These would all provide 

a higher value return than the solid wood product, i.e. basic 

construction lumber, that is currently b.ing sold. They would 

include unflnhlhud pine furniture, interior shutt~rs • 

. laminated boards, interior panelling, MSa (Mechanically Stress 



Itatcd) lUIDber and lUlnber in home centre sizes. Strong m."1rkets 

are foreseen for all these product lines and they can all, 

technically, be manufactured froID the Alberta resource. The 

economic feasibility, however, of such manufacture would need 

to be investigated on a product specific basis. 

There is also potential for the export, to markets 

Ruch as Europe, of higher vnlue lUIDber grades and dimensions. 

These markets have very different characteristics to the North 

American market and need a very different approach. 

It is believed that the secondary manufacturing wood 

industry in Alberta is of very great importance to the Alberta 

economy; more so, in employment terms, than the primary wood 

industry. Consequently it is suggested that the Alberta 

government should provtde a st:rong supportive role in the 

development of this industry sector. Government initiatives 

could include: technical and feasibility analyses of some of 

the products that appear to have po~entialj the funding of 

private sector gr,oups to visit specific market; and the 

establishmcnt of staff within the ministry with specific 

responsibility for this industry sector. 
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SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many companies in Alberta involved in 

secondary manufacturing solid wood products. There has, 

however, been limited information available on the nature, 

extent and activities of the various industry sectors 

involved. Without greater knowledge of these aspects it is 

difficult for the province of Alberta to plan any industry 

development strategies. 

Consequently, the Ministry of Economic Development 

commissioned a study in order to develop the necestiary 

information. The essential terms of reference were: 

to identify the present status. of secondary 

manufacturing of solid wood products in Alberta 

to identify both existing and potential markets for 

these secondary forctJt products 

The study was undertaken by HRllmark Engineering 

Ltd., the forest products division of Monenco Consultant. 

Limited of Edmonton together with Woodbridge Reed and 

Associates of Edmonton and Vancouver. The work was undertaken 

during the first half of 1983. 

This report is presented in two parts. The first 

provides information on each of the secondary manufacturing 
.. 

industry sectors in Alberta. The sector. are defined; 

inf.ormation is given on the type. of companies involved and 

the the raw material consumed; the level of activity of the 
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sector is discussed. The results of market studies in Toronto 

and the u.s. l-tidwest are sumlDarized with a commentary on the 

market potential for Alberta secondary manufacturers. This 

first pnrt or the report. finishes with conclusions and 

suggests a number of strategic initiatives that could be taken 

by the Covernment of Alberta in order to encourage the 

development of secondary manufacturing in Alberta. 

The second part .of the report is in the form of a 

list of secondary manufacturers contacted in Alberta. This 

list shows the name and address of the company; describes the 

nature of the business and defines the size of the company. 

A further more detailed document has also been 

provided to the Ministry of Economic Development which 

includes more extensive commentary on each company in the form 

of fieid interview notes. 
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SECTION 2.0 

METHOD 

Since no up-to-date or inclusive list.existed for 

secondary manufacturers of solid wood products the consultants 

relied on a variety of sources of information. These included 

a number of trade directories, the yellow pages in individual 

cities and comments by companies on local co~petition. The 

consultants physically visited the great ID8jority of the 

companies listed and held discussions with appropriate sources 

in each company. The information obtained'related to the 

activity of the co~pany, the products manufactured, the raw 

materials consumed, the distribution of sales and the 

competition. 

Considerably more companies were identified than had 

originally been expected. 

Furthermore there were a number of companies which, 

though listed in directories as manufacturers, are not 

clasRified ns such. 

The consultants believe that, for the purposes of 

this study, the raw material (the solid wood) should be cut or 

altered in some way in order that the operation can be defined 

as "secondary ID8nufacturingw
• Thus a window company which 

has~ as its input, compon~nt. that have been manufactured 

elsewhere for assembly in Alberta into the final product, 

would not qualify. Similarly, a furniture company which 

purchases f~a'iDe8, alresdy made up, and then carrie. out the 

upholstery would also not qualify. In this latter case the 

company that Iude the frame is identified. as the secondary 

1Ik1nu (acturer. 
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The cities visited in the course of the study were 

Calgary, Edmonton, Lethbridge, Lloydminster, Medicine Hat, Red 

Deer and St. Albert. The population of these cities is 

equivalent to 63 percent, of the population of Alberta. 

However, analysis of the most recent Statistics Canada figures 

for Manufacturing Industries (31-209; 1979) indicates that the 

regions covered include over 80 percent of the manufacturing 

activity. Furthermore, it is believed that a significant part 

of the manufacturl ng that exi sts in the areas outside these 

cities tends to be primary not secondary manufacturing. 

Consequently, though it is known that not every 

secondary manufacturing company was contacted, the consultants 

believe that the information obtained relates to about 90 

percent of the industry activity in the various sectors. This 

level is based on the conservative assumption that 95 percent 

of all large companies were contacted, 80 percent of medium 

companies and at least 50 percent of small companies.' 

Subsequent to the interviews of secondary 

manufacturers, a classification method was developed in order 

to assign each company to a specific industry sector. F.ach 

sector wus then analysed in order to determine the activity in 

that sector. 

One of the principal problel'D8 in developing 

categor1es and then allocating companies to one or other 

category is the dynamic nature of the wood industry at the 

secondary manufscturing level. Exactly the same company, 

using the same work force, equipment and facilities could have 

as ita princ,i'pel manufacturing activity, at anyone time, 

millwork or cabinets or institutional furniture or custom 

r"rnJ turu. It could depend on the type of contracts 

obtained. Thus the appropriate classification in 1983 may be 

different from that in 1984. 
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In addi t ion to the opportuni ties for the mnnuf<lcture 

of se<.:ondary solid wood products for consumption within 

Alberta, an important consideration must be the potential for 

export. The consultants therefore carried out a market survey 

to identify some of the product lines that could be 

~lnufactured in Alberta. 

Since many secondary products are consumer oriented 

the m:trket survey concentrated on products moving through 

retail outlets. Some tilDe was, however, also spent on 

industrial consumption. 

The terms of reference did not call for any analysis 

of the economic feasibility of producin8 any of the products 

for which potential exists. Some consideration, however, was 

given to this important aspect thou8h only in general terms. 
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3.1 SUMMARY 

There is a lar8e number of companies in Alberta 

involved in the secondary manufacture of wood products in one 

form or another. Well over 300 companies were contacted. Of 

these, it was jud8ed that 234 qualified as secondary 

manufacturers. The balance were excluded since thou8h many 

were listed in various directories as manufacturers, their 

activity related IDore to distribution or assembly or they were 

inactive. An analYSis of the survey results is presented in 

Table 3.1. 

Close to 40 percent of the companies are currently 

very small with less than 5 employees. It should be 

emphasized however that a si8nificant number of these are 

small due to current economic circumstances. Many have the 

capacity and facilities to employ considerably more than 5 

people. 

A sin8le size cateaory has been used to classify , 
companies with over 20 employees. This cate80ry accounts for 

about a quarter of the number of,companies but is responsible 

for 60 percent of the direct employment 8enerated by the 

secondary manufacturina sector. 

The total number of employees based on the 

information obtained in the discussions with the companies 

visited was close to 5,000. It is known, however, that there 

are certainly some companies in Alberta which would qualify as 

secondary manufacturers but which were not contacted. On the 

assumption th'at 90 percent coverage was obtained, the total 

direct employment would be tn the re8ion of 5,500 people. 

This is substantially more than 1s recorded by Statistics 
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TARt!: 3.1 

Su~~rl of Alberta Se~o~darr Manufa~turlftE 

~nke~ In Order According to tbe Su~be~ of E.plo~~es 

Co.l!!n1es I:::ervieved Total [.ployee. Annua! Sales No. of Coapanfes Inactive Co~panies 
fotal 5 .. 11 ~edlu. tarae Ite?orted to be le;.ort leportina Annual or Not "anufactur~rs 

0-5 5-20 20 plus £naaaed Sales , % 
lullne.s •• pl. .~pl • leport'na 

Furniture· 28· 9 6 13 1072 $ 53,COO,ooo 17 of 28 (60%) 9 

fIJllvert 39 12 17 10 544 $ 35,450,000 27 of 39 (10%) 5 

~~nufactured .o~. 14 4 10 617 $ 42,300,000 9 of lit (64%) 6 

lelocatable Structures 8 1 3 4 605 $ 68,300,000 5 of 8 (62%) 2 

Cabinets 49- 28 11 10 516 $ 30,205.000 24 of 49 (SO%) 13 

Vhd_ 13 2 5 6 4:'6 $ 21,:5':',000 9 of I~ (81%) 9 

Trus.es 29- 14 9 6 325 $ 18,!!n,ooo 22 of 29 (75%) 1 

Doors 13 4 :. S 222 $ 14,1(;;),000 9 of 13 (70%) 15 

"aaulactud ft, 17 7 -; 3 176 $ 9,800,000 7 of 17 (41%) 3 

Mobile R_. 1 120 .$ 10,000,000 1 of 1 (100%) 

led. 3 1 92 $ o of 3 ( 01) 3 

leau 1 75 $ 7 • 01)(1, 000 1 of 1 (100%) 

Countertops 2 1 28 $ 175,000 1 of 2 (50%) 

Overhead Doore 5 4 23 $ 50~,OOO 1 of 5 (20%) 3 

Spindles 4 3 1 21 $ 1,650,000 3 of 4 (75%) 3 

"ou.ebOilta 1 ! 15 $ 1,000,000 1 of 1 (1001) 

Stairs 3 2 14 • 50~.OOO of 1 (l3%) 1 

Casketa 3 2 1 14 $ I,O;)C,OOO of ; (l3%) 4 

Carpet Crlppers _1_ 1 7 $ eOf.'I OOO of (100%) 

214 90 73 71 4932 $315,792,000 80 



Canada for the primary industries of sawmills, plywood mills 

and pulp mills. The aggregate for these three sectors was 

only 3,830 in 1980 (the most recent year reported) 

Unfortunately the consultants were unable to obtain, 

from a number of the small and medium companies, any figure 

for annual sales volumes. The total of the sales advised was 

$316 million. Bearing in mind that coverage of the industry 

was not total, and the percentage of companies not reporting 

sales, it seems likely that the total annual sales value of 

the secondary manufacturing industry is in excess of $400 

million. 

It has proved difficult to cross check the findings 

of the survey against any official Statistics Canada 

figures. This is due partly to a lsck of current data from 

Statistics Canada and partly to inconsistency in the methods 

of classification used. The number of establishments shown by 

Statistics Canada for 1980 is only 150 in Wood Industries plus 

75 in FUTniture. This compares with 240 companies actually 

located in the study. Bearing in mind that a number of small 

companies were not contacted and that the recent poor economic 

conditions have reduced the nUllber of companies, it seems 

probable that the Statistics Canada figures could be 

significantly understated. 

The highlights of the main industry sectors are: 

.1 Cabinets 

A la~ge number of small companies manufacturing 

custom design cabinets and relatively few'large.compantes 

produclllB kitchen cabinets. Virtually no solid wood products 

that can be produced from the Alberta resource are used. 
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There is, however, a significant volume of particlebonrd 

consumed. This could be produced locally. 

Demand/supply balances indicate that there could be a 

limi ted expansion in kit.chen cabinet manufacture in Alberta to 

compete with products imported from other provinces. The 

current capacity of custom dedgn cabinets is such that there 

is not much room for expansion • 

• 2 Doors 

There is one production line flush door manufacturer 

and a few specialty door manufacturers. The solid wood 

requirements are not suited to the Alberta resource. Local 

production of flush doors accounts for about one third of 

Alberta demand and the balance is imported into the . 

province. There is, therefore, potential for increased door 

lIIanufacturing facilities in Alberta based on likely future 

demand. Local availability of suitable door skins would 

improve the opportunity of achievinl this potential • 

• 3 Purniture 

This sector covers a wide ranle of products and 

includes larle companies, manufActuring production line goods, 

and small companies producinl custom desian furniture. Solid 

wood requirements are primarily hardwoods imported into the 

province. There is a limited potenUal for a suitably 

manufactured poplar lumber and hilh quality poplar plywood. 

Substantial volumes of particleboard are used and this 

industrY'sector would provide a strong market for local 

particleboat:d'~ or possibly MOP, production. 
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The consumption of furniture in Alberta is much 

greater tlwn production. There would therefore appear to be 

the potential for some expansion in this industry. There are 

currently no manufacturers of production line pine furniture. 

If this market expands as is projected. pine furniture. based 

on the Alberta resource. could have great potential • 

• 4 Manufactured Homes 

. 
This is an important industry which has developed 

more in Alberta than in other parts of Canada. except B.C. 

Milch of tile rnw 11Il1tc:rial used is. or could be. Crom the 

Alberta resource. The industry is very sensitive to activity 

in single family housing construction and is therefore very 

depressed at present. Trends in North America indicate that 

manufactured homes, or at least some amount of factory 

prefabrication. will increase as a proportion of new 

construction. Consequently, the prospects for the industry 

are favourable. Possible constraints togrovth relate to 

~oning regulations and mortgage financing. Covernments and 

institutions have been slov to understand that the 

lIIc'lnUfActured home of today is v~ry different to the type of 

prefabricated or mobile unit that used to exist • 

• 5 Millwork 

There are a large number of companies in the millwork 

industry; most being relatively small. Virtually none of the 

raw material consumed is based on the Alberta resource. There 

are. however. opportunities for limited volumes of high 

quality poplar plywood -and, a180, a locally produced 

particleboard or MOP. Very little work 18 done outside 

A Iberta and there is a signi ficant impact-on the Alberta 

industry from out-oi-province companies quotin, aaainst large 
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contracts in Alberta. Industry representatives commcnted 

frequently on the lack of provincial protection in Alberta in 

contrast to the protection provided by other provinces to 

their domestic millwork .industry. 

The industry is currently in a very depressed state 

with I1I8ny companies at under half their capacity. A number 

have gone bAnkrupt. Even whcn the economy recovers it seelllS 

unlikely that there will be room for any significant expansion 

in this sector since the capacity already exists to satisfy 

increased demand • 

• 6 Relocatable Structures 

Alberta is regarded as one of the centres in North 

America for the production of relocatable structures. There 

is one very large company and several smaller companies. 

Apart froll lumber and plywood used for the fralDe of the units 

the wood products consumed by the industry are not based on 

the Alberta resource. The distribution of sales of the 

industry includes a significant amount of export out of 

Alberta. 

The current stnte of the industry is very pc.>c.>r with 

many companies having ceased manufacture for the MOment. 

B~aring in mind the latent capacity of the industry it is 

difficult to forecast any substantial industrial expansion in 

this area. More realistically, some initiatives are needed to 

keep the existing industry in operation • 

• 7 Remanufacturing Sector 

The,aefinition used to describe the remanufacturing 

sector includes a great variety of compnnies' and products. 

Thus there are companies which simply custom cut, others that 

sell rel1l8nufactured lumber to secondary manufacturers and 

othurs that produce a number of di!fer~nt products. 
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Considering the wide variety of activities thnt hnve heen 

included it is somewhat surprising that there are not more 

companies involved. Though some companies use raw material 

from elsewhere, the major species remanufactured are those 

available from the Alberta resource. 

There is considerable room for expansion in this 

industry sector. Markets exist in areas such as the U.S. for 

a number of products that could be remanufactured from the 

Alberta resource. These are discussed in section 4 on 

marketing opportunities. Given that the rnw material exists 

and that there are potential markets, the remaining question 

is whether an Alberta production facility cnn be economically 

feasible. Product and site specific analyses are required • 

• 8 Truss Manufacturers 

Truss manufacturer~ vary significantly in size. from 

large ~ompanies specializing in trusses, to small two or three 

man divisions within a building supply company. The major 

part of the raw material used can be supplied from the Alberta 

resource. Alberta is essentially self-sufficient in trusses 

with neither imports nor eXI)Orts playin, a signi ficant part. 

There are also two companies producing speciatty beams that 

are exported but depend to a large extent on imported raw 

material. The industry is dependent almost entirely on the 

construction market and the capacity currently exis~s to 

handle a considerably ureater volume. It appears unlikely 

therefore that this sector has the potential for si,n1ficant 

expansion. 
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.9 Windows 

There are a number of companies producing specialty 

or custom designed windows but one company predominates in the 

manufacture of production line windows. At present virtually 

none of the raw material used could come from the Alberta 

resource. It is possible, however, that lumber, suitable for 

at least part of window manufacture, could be manufactured 

from the domestic resource. Research 1s required to establish 

the yiabUity of the development of suitable grades. 

Alberta consumption exceeds domestic production. 

There is, therefore, considerable expansion potential for this 

industry. The suitability of a loeal product would enhance 

this potential. 

The basic conclusions that were reached as a result 

of the survtoty were: thilt the secondary uaanufacturina ~ndustry 

makes a.substantial contribution to the Alberta economy and a 

number of the industry sectora have good potential for 

expansion. 
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

In the following chapter, an analysis of each of the 

industry sectors is presented. These sector analyses define 

the products being produced, the types of companies involved, 

the materials used and the activity in the sector. 

Wherever possible, the findings of the survey have 

been related to the information available from Statistics 

Canada. This has proved difficult due to the different 

methods of classification arid the lack of any up-to-date 

statistics from Statistics Canada. 

The most recent official statistics available that 

relate to the market size of the different sectors are those 

for 1979. The details relevant to secondary manufacturing 

have been extracted and are shown in Table 3.2. 

In overall terms , it appears from the Statistics 

Canada figures that the A1~erta manufacturers distribute, ' 

locally, almost 80% of what is produced but that they only 

satisfy 54% of the local market. If the classification 

"Prefabricated Buildings". which includes some I118nufac'ture of 

relocatable structures, is excluded then local manufacture 

only accounts 'for 44% of the Alberta mar,ket. 

The furniture industry is known not to be well 

established in Alberta, and the Statistics Canada figures 

indicate that only one third of Alberta consumption is 

produced locally. 
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Further statistics of a general nature avail~ble from 

Statistics Canada are shown in Table 3.3. These relate to the 

number of establishments discovered to be operating in the 

Indus try sec tor conc~rned. Thus, in the wood industc1es. 

Stat lstics Canada record about 150 establishUlents in the two 

most recent years for which statistics have been published. 

Of these about 66 companies are believed likely to account for 

90 to 95% of all activity according to Statistics Canada. 

Whero possible these Statistics Canada figures have 

been analysed relative to the findings of the survey for each 

sector. It should be emphasized, however, that this has 

proved difficult. Furthermore, it has been apparent that 

there are a number of companies engaged in secondary 

lDanufacturi ng soUd wood products that are not identified aa 

such in Statistics Canada. 
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TABLE 3.2 

Secondary MIIllufilcturing Industries - Alberta 1979 

Wood Industry and Furniture 

Million $ 

dustry Classification 

:>d T ndust ri es 

.1 Sash, Door & other Millwork NBS 

~3 Prefabricated Buildings 

.4 Ki tchen Cabi nets 

Wooden Box Factories 

Coffins & CnHkcts 

Miscellaneous 3 

I total 

'nl ture Industry 

<) \JOllschol d Furni ture 

Office Furniture 

MiHcell~ncous furniture 

total 

AL 

Alberta Manufacture 
Total of which 

54.9 

123.6 

33.2 

N/A 

1.3 

7.4 

220.4 

28.3 

21.3 

32.3 

81.9 

302.3 

shipped 
to Alberta1 

44.9 

89.8 

28.3 

N/A 

1.3(e) 

3.8 

168.1 

16.7 

15.9 

31.7 

64.3 

232.4 

Alberta Alberta 
~f.'l rket2 Manufacturers 

Share 

84.8 

106.9 

39.1 

N/A 

3.1 

8.2 

242.1 

98.6 

33.8 

54.7 

187.1 

429.2 

53% 

84% 

72% 

42% 

46% 

69% 

17% 

47% 

58% 

34% 

54% 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Inc 1udes a proportion of unallocated shiplDents. 

Assumed to be equivalen~ to total Canadian shipment to Alberta. 

EXl'llIIlIlIg wuod Lrl'allUl'nt alld parLlclcboard. 

rce: Statistics Canada 31530 
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TABLE 3.3 

Scconciary Nflnufflcturing Industries - Alberta 

Number of Establishments 

1979 1980 
Total Listed 1/ Total Listed 1/ 

Industries 

Sash, Door & other Millwork NBS 54 27 58 27 
Prefabricated Buildings 16 11 16 10 
K[ tchen Cabinets 42 16 51 20 

Wooden Box Factories 7 2 9 3 

Coffins & Caskets 4 3 6 3 

loft scellaneous 2 16 4 11 7 

Ital 139 63 157 70 

ure 

Household Furniture 36 10 31 12 

Office Furniture 11 7 14 9 

lofiscellaneous furniture 25 7 2S 7 

L:t1 72 24 76 28 

211 81 233 98 

u lurgcr companies to whom "long forms" were sent by Statistics Canada. 
'It 1St lcs C,'nHda beU eves .that thl!se should normally account for 90 to 95% 
the activity in the sector. 

:luding wood treatment and particleboard 
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3.3 CABINETS 

DEFINITION 

The cabinet manufacturing sector in Alberta includes 

the manufacture of kitchen cabinets, vanities and custom made 

cnbinets for a variety of purposes in residential, cOllunercial 

and institutional applications. Comments regarding the 

problems of definition and allocation have already been 

emphasiRed in Section 2 "Method". 

Within the area of kitchen cabinet manufActure there 

are two fairly distinct categories - the manufacture of 

production line units and thoe manufacture of custom built 

units. It is in this latter category that the problem of 

identification and allocation by sector becomes acute. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

It is essentially only the manufacturers of 

product ion line ki tchen cabinets that are large, with over 20 

employees. The tendency in the custom cabinet manufacturing 

industry is for relatively small companies with up to 10 

employees. 

There are also some cOIDpanies, Ci tation and 

Crestwood, that produce and distribute kitchen cabinets using" 

as their raw material, precut parts manufactured outside 

Alberta. 'fo the extent that CliCHe cUIDpanleti are assembling 

and distributoing, it is questionable whether they should be 

identi fled as "Secondary MAnu facturers" in the context of this 

report. They are, howuver, included in the Statistics Canada 
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information discussed later., and, since the Amount of assembly 

involved is substantial, they have been included here as 

cabinet manufacturers. 

MATERIALS USED 

The cabinet industry in Alberta uses very little 

softwood lumber and effectively none that could be provided by 

the Alberta forest resource. l-lhere soUd wood is used it is 

.principally a hardwood such as oak, maple, alder, birch and so 

on. The major raw materiAl, however, is in panel form and 1s 

principally particleboard, particularly for the more 

competitive production line kitchen cabinets. This 

particleboard is n~rmal1y purchased already lUlninated thouUh 

some of the companies have the facility to undertake this 

.,cthity thclol:lelves. The Jlllrt:ic1eboard 1& also used with just 

a paint surface in some of the less critical areas of the 

units. 

It is estimated that between 7 and 10 million square 

feet 5/8" of particleboard is consumed annually by the Alberta 

cabinet industry. 

A significant number of the companies, of the small 

to medium size that produce standard lines of cabinet, 

purchase the cabinet fronts already manufactured by eastern 

Canadian companies. 
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ACTIVITY 

Though the number of companies manufacturing 

production line kitchen cabinets is relatively small compared 

with those producing custom designed cabinets and vanities, 

they do, nevertheless, represent the greater part of the 

activity in the cabinet sector. An analysis of the Statistics 

Canada information on kitchen cabinet manufacturers in Alberta 

is shown in Table 3.4. These figures include companies that 

only assemble ruther than 1I1ldcHtake any actual r(;!mtlnu[ilcturing 

of the raw material. 

It can be seen from the figures that there was a 

rapid expansion during the late 1970's. The number of 

companies doubled, the work force increased by 50 percent and 

the value of shipments more than doubled. Of particular 

interest is the large value added component in this sector. 

During the period 1976 - 1980 it remained fairly constant at 

around 60 percent of sales value. 

From discussions with the cabinet industry it appears 

that relatively l1.ttle, probably less than 10 percent, of the 

production line kitchen cabinets that are produced in Alberta 

are exported. Furthermore, virtually all the custom built 

cabinets are for local consumption. On the other hand it is 

.apparent that there are significant volumes of kitchen 

cabinets imported from out$ide the province. 

It is particularly interesting to note that the 

increase in activity during the period was considerably 

greater than what might have been expected. bearing in mind 

the. construction market. A comparison of the sales values of 
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kitchen cabinets with housing starts is shown in Tnble '3.5. 

Even though there is nn inflationary component in sales value 

it is apparent that Alberta production has been obtaining an 

increasing share of Alberta demand for cabinets. 

No statistics are available regarding the total 

market for cabinets. It is possible, however, to obtain an 

approximation by analysing housing starts in Alberta by type. 

There is a s.f.gn1ficant va dation in cost between the types of 

cabinet available. It appears generally accepted, however, 

that the average cost of kitchen cabinets in multi~family 

construction is about $700 to $1,000 per dwelling unit. In 

single family and row construction this average cost is 

substantially higher, at between $2,000 and $3,000. Using the 

published statistics for the last three years these average 

values would indicate that the laarket size would be as 

follows: 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

Value of Kitchen Cabinets 

$ million (current) 

54.3 

49.7 

63.4 

46.0 

These fluures n re developed fro. Table 3.6 and 

include an estimate for remodelling. A number of the 

production line manufacturers indicated that new housing 

represented the Kreat majority of their work. It should be 

noted, however, that the smaller custom manufacturers tend to 

undertake a great deal of remodelling work. It is lIkely 

therefore that the figures quoted above are somewhat 

understated. 
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A comparison can be made of the Alberta market for 

1979 and 1980 at $54 nnd $50 million respectively with the 

value of shipments (Table 3.4) for the same year by Alberta 

manufacturers. This indicates that significant volulDes of 

kitchen cabinets were imported into Alberta. This was 

confirmed in discussions with manufacturers. 

It should, however, be noted that there is a 

significant variance between what was established as a result 

of discussions and the information available from certain 

Statistics Canada publications. In "Destination of Shipments 

of Manufacturers 1979" (31-530) the following figures arc 

reported for kitchen cabinets by Statistics Canada: 

- Total production in Alberta 

- Alberta production known to be shipped to 

Alberta 

- Value of shipments with unk~own destination 

from Alberta production 

- Total Canadian shipments to Alberta 

(including share of unallocated) 

$33,236,000 

$18,316,000 

$11 , 7 50,000 

$39,138,000 

If a large part of the unknown destination portion is 

consumed in Alberta then about 85 percent of Alberta 

('UIlBlIlDptlon Is s:lti$ficd by Alberta productIon. If this is 

not true then a substantial volume of kitchen cabinets is 

exported to other areas. 

The conclusions drawn from the discussion with 

kitchen cabinet ~~nufacturers indicate that neIther of these 

alternatives .are valid. Furthermore, the analysis of housing 

starts and the resulting demand for kitchen cabinets would 

Slluecst that the Stlltlstlcs Canada total for shipments to 

Alberta is well below what would be expected. 
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Thus, though domestic manufacture has been growing, 

tlat!re lIlay still, be roonl fur sume furtht:r limited expansion 

based on an improved Alberta demand as the economy recovers. 

Local Clvatlnbi.1ity of suit.1ble rnw material, speciftcally 

particleboard, would encourage such expansion. 

It is therefore suspected that there is some anolDaly 

in the Statistics Canada figures. The consultants have 

est:lbUshed that significant quantities of ki tchen cabinets 

are being imported into Alberta. 
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TABI .. F. 3.4 

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers - Alberta 
(1976 - 1980) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

No. of Establishments 24 20 29 42 51 

Employees 580 516 653 814 891 

Value of Shipments $OOO's 18,232 18,421 24,922 33,236 42,489 

Total Value Added $OOO's 10,690 11,241 15,226 20,517 26,822 

Source: Statistics Canada 35205 SIC 2544 

'fABl.E 3.5 

Kitchen Cabinet Sales and Housing Starts - Alberta 

Shipment Values 
of Kitchen Cabinets 

Manufactured nou~in8 Starts 
1n Alberta in Alberta 
(m1111on $) 1000 Units 

1976 18.2 38.8 

1977 18.4 38.1 

1978 24.9 47.9 

1979 33.2 39.9 

1980 42.5 32.0 

Source: Statistics Canada 35205 SIC 2544 
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TABLE 3.6 

Estimated Value of Kitchen Cabinets 

(1982 $) 
____ a __ ~ ___________ -_____________________ =~ ____ =~a~"==== 

1919 1980 1981 1982 

Single family starts. 21,618 23,628 24,132 14,118 
@ $2,000 per unit 
• value of cabinets (SOOO) 55,356 47,256 49,464 28,356 

Appartment unit starts 12,269 8,403 13,738 12,611 
@ $850 per unit 
• value of cabinets ($000) 10,429 1,142 11,677 10,719 

Estimate for remodelling 
@ 15% ($000) 11 ,609 9,600 10,190 6,896 

Total 17,394 63,998 11,931 45,971 

• including duplex etc. 
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3.4 COFFINS AND CASKETS 

The grcat majority of the more expcnsive hardwood 

caskets sold in Alberta are imported. Domestic production 

tends to concentra~ on the less expensive product lines 

manufc'lctured from part lc1ehoard. 

The figures from Statistics Canads, shown in Table 3.7 

indicate that this industry is relatively small with 76 

employees and around $2 million worth of sales in 1980. 

TABLE 3.7 

Casket Manufacture - Alberta 
"" ___ a: __ ._ .. __ .... ___ ., __________ :II8: ____ ~_=___=_ ... __ ':"a__=_=a':":.'St_ ... :a;&~ 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

No. of establishments 6 4 3 4 6 

No. of employees 50 53 NIl.. 47 76 

Vnluc of shiplllcnts 1,093 1,027 NIA 1,311 2,019 

Value added 589 568 NIl.. 833 941 

Suurcc: Statistics Canada 35210 
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Bearing in mind that at least one company closed 

recently and that this sector is well defined, there appears to 

be a reasonable relationship between the findings of the survey 

and the informAtion from Statistics Canda. 

This would not appear to be an industry with the 

potential for much growth. 
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3.5 COUNTER TOPS 

There are a number of companies that cut and finish 

. counter tops 'on a custom basis. It has been judged that, for 

the purposes of t·his study, these companies do not qualify as 

"secondary manufacturing industries". The majority of them 

purchase laminated particleboard and essentially supply a 

service to the final consumer. There was one company 

Identified, however, which also undertakes the laminating 

{unct ion and sells the finiRhud counter tops. This company has 

been included as a manufacturer in the study. 

It appears that the counter top industry is almost 

entirely based on particleboard with no solid wood and very 

limited volumes of plywood being used. This industry sector 

would provide an outlet for a local particleboard manufacturer. 
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3.6 DOORS 

DEFINITION 

It has proved difficult to define, precisely, at 

which stage secondary manufacturing ends and construction 

activity begins. This is particularly true for flush doors _ A 

typical flow chart is attached for flush door manufacturing_ 

In this particular flow it can be seen that an lntermediary 

stnge is involved betwC'cn the rnanufncturc of tht! dour f t:B~~lf 

and installation in the building- At this intermediary stage, 

which could be regHrded as "tertiary manufRcturing", the Joors 

are mounted on the door frame before being sent to the 

const~uction site for installation. 

For the purpose of this study it has been judged that 

this process of prehanging doors is part of installation and 

should not be re1arded as a manufacturing activity. The 

Statistics Canada approach is somewhat equivocal. Only one of 

the companies that were .identified, in the course of the study, 

as undertaking prehanging was listed among the main "Sash,. Door 

and Other Millwork" manufacturers. Specific checks on other 

companies revealed that some are included (for extllaple Parkwood 

Forest Products) in the total, but are not listed since their 

sales volumes are below·$2.2 million (the cut off point for 

this category). Others such as Cascade Forest Products, 

Henderson's or KDR Door Syste.as do not appcar to be included at 

all. 

It is not possible there·fore to dt!v(:~lop any 

relationship b.,tween the information obtained in the course of 

the study and that available from Statistics Canada. 
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There are other types of doors, in addition to flush 

doors. These are, principally, ext~rior doors, patio doors, 

cafe doors and bifold doors. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

The flush door business is highly competitive. It is 

essentinlly a commodity product and must thurcforc be 

IMnufactured on a production line b:lsis. Very small cllstom 

design companies are unable to compete due to high unit 

costs. As a result, there is only on~ company in Alherta 

producing flush doors. This company produces the standard, 

most common lines and also imports, from the main branch in 

Ontario, some of the smaller volume itellls that are requi red in 

Alberta. 

There are alsosoll8 other companies that can be 

considered wooden door manufacturers. These companies produce 

custom design and speciality doors of various types - patio 

doors, bifold or sliding doors, special closet or decorative 

doors. 

Apart from SOIl8 companies involved in overhead doors, 

no companies produdng exterior doors were identified in the 

course of the study. One company. however, advised that the 

Alberta market for exterior doors offered a substantial 

opportunity and this company plans to develop $2 million of 

sales per year based on the manufacture of oak entry doors. 

The .~illwork industry also produces doors. However, 

these are usually custom designed and are part of a larger 

millwork cont r;lct • 
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MATERIALS USED 

Of the companies contacted, none used any wood 

product produced in Alberta. The flush door l1l;lnufacturer uses 

finger-jointed knot free pine from the U.S. and panel boards 

in the form of plywood, hardboard and particleboard from S.E. 

Asia, Brazil and the U.S. respectively. 

The speciality and custom designed doors produced by 

the other companies util1.ze hardwoods and clel'lr softwoods. 

The areas of apparent potential, for products based 

on the AlbtH"ta resource, could 11e in the production of 

doorskins in thin particleboard or hardboard and some small 

volumes of overlaid particleboard of greater thicknesses. 

Lodgepole pine could, technically, be finger-jointed to 

produce a knot free product for the flush door industry. It 
• 

is questionable, however, whether this could be done 

economically. Furthermore, the volume is not very large at 

around 400,000 board feet per year for the existing production 

of flush doors. This volume i. for a number of different 

dimensions. 

ACTIVITY 

Door manufacture is closely linked to residential 

housing starts since 60 to 70% of the consumption is in new 

housing. Analysis of housing starts, together with 

information produced by CMIlC on materials used in housing, 

would indicate that interior door consumption in Alberta in 

the past five years has been approximately as follows, 

inc1udinn nn tll1ownncl! for doors "sud in lIoll-n.!Hldulltial 

construction and home improvement: 
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1000 Doors 

1978 700 

1979 625 

1980 510 

1981 580 

1982 380 

. It is evident from these figures that the door 

industry has been Reverely nffected by the decline In housing 

activity. 

Local production accounts for about one third of 

consumption and the balance is imported. The majority of 

these come from B.C. and from S.E. Asia. The proportion of 

locnl production IlIfty have! been sOIQcwhat hieher prlor to the 

purchase and subsequent closure of Arrow Door. in Edmonton. 

Only a limited volume of interior doors produced in 

Alberta is sold outside the province. In the case of 

specilllty and custOIl buile doors manufactured in Albttrta it 

appears likely that virtually all are sold within the 

province. Furthermore, it would seem that the majority of 

exterior doors are imported. 

As the economy improves and housing starts increase 

it appears likely that there should be a return to a higher 

demand for doors. There would therefore appear to be the 

potential -for the establishment of additional manufacturing 

facilities for doors. Local production of a suitable panel 

board would be a positive aspect since, currently , there is 

no Alberta av..l1abl1lty of the necessary raw material for the 

production of any type of door. 
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3.7 FURNITURE 

DEFINITION 

The furniture sector in Alberta covers a very diverse 

number of activities. Some are readily identifiable but 

others overlap the activity of other sectors such as millwork 

and cabinets. For the purposes of this analysis, companies 

included under the furniture sector include the following: 

Upholstered furniture manufacturers. These in turn can 

be divided into companies makIng their own rr~mcs, such 

as Palliser, and those buying frames from elsewhere 

(e.g. Kroehler and House of Braemore which buy the 

frames from another company). 

Manufacturers of office, commercial and institutional 

furniture. To some extent these overlap with millwork 

companies which may produce custom designed furniture as 

part of an intedor finishing contract. Further overlap 

also occurs since millwork companies quote against 

institutional furnIture. 

Companies manufacturing furniture on a custom design 

basis. There is some overlap between these companies 

and two other sectors. Both the millwork and the 

smaller cabinet companies manufacture custom design 

furniture. 

Manufacturers of beds, box springs and water beds. 

Manufacturers of case goods (defined in this study as 

furniture that provides Rtoragc capacity but excluding 

office furniture which is treated separately). 
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It should be noted that neither these definitions nor 

the decisions on where to allocate any particular company 

necessarily relate precisely to the approach taken by 

Statistics Canada, which provides informAtion for the 

following classifications under furniture: 

SIC 2611 "Furniture Re-upholstery and Repair Shops". 

This category of activity has been essentially ignored 

since it is believed that it does not qualify as 

secondary manufacturi ng industry. 

SIC 2619 "Household Furniture ManJJfacturers n.e.s." 

This category would include both the production line and 

the custom design companiea. It alao includes some 

companies that may be shown under "cabinets" in this 

report. 

SIC 264 "Office Furniture Manufacturers". It is known 

that this category includes companies that described 

themselves, in the course of the study, as specialists 

in architectural millwork and are therefore included 

under millwork. 

SIC 266 "Miscellaneoua Furniture and Fixtures 

r-1ilnufacturun". Box springs and some institutional 

furniture fall under thia category. In addition it has 

been observed that some millwork companies nre also 

included •. 

The comments ~~de in Section 2 regarding the problems 

of classific~~ion should be noted in the context of this 

industry sector. 
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TYPES OF COMPANIES 

Bearing in mind the comments made in the previous 

section, it is cle~r that there are a number of small to 

medium size companies in the woodworking business in Alberta 

with. the versatility to make furniture. 

This production, however, tends to be on a custom 

design basis. There are, also, companies which specialize in 

furniture production. 

Production line office furniture and office furniture 

systems are t.nanufactured by some medium to large companies. 

Upholstp.Ted furni ture is produced in Nignl flcClIlC 

volumes by a number of medium to large companies in Alberta. 

Some of these manufacture their own wooden frames while 

others, strictly speaking, should not be regarded as secondary 

manufacturing industries in the wood sector since they 

contract out the frame manllfncture. The latter group arc 

serviced by companies whose main activity i8 the manufacture 

of frames. The principal of these is Can-West Products in 

Calgary. 

A similar situation exists in the bed sector. 

Whereas some companies make their own wooden frames, others 

(probably the majority) purchase frames already manufactured: 

This applies particularly to the manufacturers of box 

springa. The pattern of activity i8 somewhat less clear in 

the IMnufacture of water bods. It appears that there are a 

number of small companies buying precut lumber and panel 

boards for assembly and manufacture into the finished 

nrtlcle. At the Knme elm(', SOIQO of tho vcrsntlle woodworklng 

cOlllpanies also produce finished frames where only a minor 

amount of upholstery is to be added. 
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There appears to be only a limited number of 

companies producing case goods on a production line basis in 

Alberta. There are however, as discussed earlier, a 

signlftcant number of small .11ld medium companies producing 

custom design cabinets and other items that can be classified 

as case goods. 

MATERIALS USED 

The principal wood product materials used In the 

furniture industry include: 

particleboard: often prelaminated or laminated in the 

plant. 

plywood: some CSP as produced in Alberta but of tun 

higher quality hardwoods from eastern Canada or 

overseas. 

alder: particularly for upholstered furniture frames. 

Some S-P-F is also used and there arc occasions where 

poplar would be adequate. Most of the alder comes from 

the U.S. since there are few supply sources in B.C., 

even though substantial volumes of alder grow in the 

province. 

hardwoods: a variety of hardwoods, both North American 

and fro. overseas. Current consumer tastes favour the 

use of oak. 
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It appears that the current, or even potential, use 

of solid wood that could be produced froln the Alberta resource 

is minimal in the furniture sector. There are, however, 

significant volumes of particleboard that arc used. Most of 

this is in an industrial grade and the volumes involved, 

though not sufficient for the total output of particleboard 

plant, would certainly represent a significant share at about 

IS to 20 million square feet S/8" per year. Alberta 

production of industrial grade part lcleboard or possibly MDF t 

would therefore seem to have an existing domesti.c market. 

There would also appear to be a potential market for 

poplar in, parts of the frames for upholstered furniture. The 

volumes, however, would not be large. 

One further possible area-of intereat based on the 

Alberta resource could be a high quality poplar plywood. The 

economics of producing a plywood with a suitable quality from 

the type of poplar loga available may. however. be 

questionable even if it is technically feasible. 
" 

AC'UVITY 

The furniture ~ector in Alberta does not appear to 

have been affected by the poor 1982 economy to the extent 

experienced in other sectors such as millwork. Some of the 

larger companies advised that they were currently experiencing 

their strongest market ever. 

There are no current statistics available to 

demonstrate this recent strength however it is apparent that 

there was considerable growth during the latter part of the 

1970's. The statistics for the Alberta furniture 
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manufacturing industry for the period 1976-1980 are shown in 
T.1ble 3.8. The number of companies had increased by over 50 

percent In the period and the number of people employed by 

nearly 70 percent. It Is also important to note the 

substantial proportion of "value added" generated in the 

furniture sector. This has averaged 55 percent of shipment 

value durinS the period. 

It was noted earlier that Statisttcs CAMda include, 

under furniture, a number of~ifferent types of furniture 

manufacturing. In order to investigate the relative 

importance of these, an analysis was undertaken for the most 

rec~nt year, 1980, for which statistics are available. This 

is shown in Table 3.9. It is evident that half of the 

companies are involved in repairs and appear to be relatively 

small, averaging about 6 people each. This repair category 

only accounts for 10 percent of the sales value in the 

furniture sector. In contrast, the office furniture category 

has fewer but much larler companies and is responsible for one 

third of the sales. 

As explained earlier, for the purposes of this study 

companies primari ly involved in repair work are not 

considered as part of the "secondary manufacturing industry". 

Furthermore, companies principally engaged In millwork or 

manufacturing cabinet. are shown elsewhere. It is not 

intended therefore to use, directly in this sectoral analysis, 

the information froll Statistics Canada. It 'does, however, 

provide an indication of the trends in activity and the 

relative importance of each type of furniture. 
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Unfortunately, it did not prove possible to identify 

the present size of the Alburt~ market for furniture or the 

relative importance of imports against locally produced 

goods. The production line manufActurers in Alberto sell 

their goods to a number 'of markets other than Alberta, 

including some volumes to the U.S. At the same time, there is 

a large volume of furniture consumed in Alberta which is 

manufactured in eastern Canada. Contacts with the furniture 

association, "Furniture West", with retnilers nnd with 

producers resulted in the conclusion that no reliable ~vidence 

existed. 

It can be concluded, however, that the major part of 

the custom built furniture consumed in the province is 

produced In Alberta. It Rlso seems reasonable to conclude 

that a substantial volume of the production line-furniture 

that is cons lImed is imported from outside Alberta. This would 

appear to be particularly ~rue for case goods such as 

dressers, cupboards and so on that form part of bedroom and 

dining room suites. 

AnalYSis of Statistics Canada figures (31-530) shown 

in Table 3.2 in the introduction to this section (3.2) 

indicates that local manufacture accounted for 34 percent of 

consumption in 1979. Other Statistics Canada figures (63-540 

"Origin and Destination of Goods of Merchandising 

Establishments - 1979") suggest an even lower percentage. In 

the category of "Ilousehold Furniture and House Furnishings" 

wholesale merchant establishments in Alberta acquired only 10 

percent of their goods from Alberta manufacturres in 1979 

according to .~his publication. 
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It is also worth noting that some pine furniture is 

sold in the Alberta market though none is produced in the 

province. Scandinavian companies have been particularly 

successful in developing this market and are app.1rcntly vl.!ry 

interested in obtaining locally produced goods to their 

specifications. Lodgepole pine, as available in Alberta, can 

provide an excellent, sound tight knotted furniture grade 

which would be very suitable for the production of furniture 

of the type marketed by, for exnmple t the Ikea organhilt 10n. 

Discussions wi th this company indicated that about 15 percent 

of its business is in pine furniture. 

On the assumption that other market outlets could be 

developed, in addition to Ikea, it would appear that an 

excellent opportunity exists for pine furniture production 

based on the Alberta resource. It would be essential however 

that the primary industry, the sawmills, extracts CrolD the log 

the qualities and dimensions that are need"ed. Further 

comments regarding the market potential for pine furniture are 

included In the section on IIlHrket potential (4.0). 
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TABLE 3.8 

Furniture Manufacture in Alberta 
1976 to 1980 

~_=a====2==-= ____ a __________ z_~_-= --=-=- -1976 1977 1978 1979 

Number of establ1shlDents 96 89 114 139 

Total employees 1382 1595 1825 2144 

Value of shipments 
$000 49722 58936 69444 90809 

Value added $000 29568 30776 39359 46515 

Source: Statistics Canada 35 211 35212 35213 

TABLE 3.9 

Furniture Manufacture By Type in Alberta - 1980 

1I0Uf>cho1d Furniture 
- Re-upholatery & 

repairs 

Number of 
Establishments 

76 
- Manufacturers N.E.S. 37 

OCflce Furniture 14 

Miscellaneous Furniture 
end F1 xtu res 25 

Total 152 

Total 
Employees 

449 
733 

624 

515 

2,321 

Source: Statistics Canada 35211, 35212, 35213 
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Value of 
Shipments 

$OOO's 

10,694 
33,591 

35,229 

30,659 

110,083 

1980 

152 

2321 

110083 

59597 

To.tal 
Value 
Added. 
$OOO's 

6,536 
16,128 

21,412 

15,521 

59,597 



3.8 MANUFACTURED HOMES 

DEFINITION 

This sector includes manufacturers of pre-fabricated 

residential dwellings and factory built buildings used for 

non-residential purposes in, for example, schools and farms. 

The sector is primarily associated with mobile home production 

even though, today, a high proportion of so-called mobUe 

homes becolne permanent dwellings on the initial site. 

Moreover, there is an important, and growing, trend towards 

Factory produced engineered homes designed ns per~~nent 

structures. Some of these, at the upper end of the price 

bracket, are not only undistinguishable from site-built hOlOes, 

they are frequently of higher qua~ity construction •. 

Consequently, there is considerable overlap in the various 

typos of buildings. For the purposes of this analysiS, the 

following types of companies are included in this sector: 

Modul:lr .and Mobilo 110110 Munufacturers. 'these are 

factory assembled housing units, garages, school nnd 

[arm buildings. They are produced from modular 

pre-assembled sections and use wood, metal and other 

materials. Mobile home units are often of lighter 

construction than modular homes and invariably include a 

metal chassis as part of the floor system. Even though 

some mobile homes nre subsequently moved from their 

intitial site, many become permanent full-time 

dwellings. Moreover, the design of some mobile homes 

has become increasingly elaborate and, where these are 

permanent structures, the term wmobile homeM is an 
, 

inaccurate description of their actual use. 
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Manufactured Home Manufacturers. These are architect 

designed homes, similar to conventional homes in all 

respects including materials used, but are produced in a 

factory rAth~r than built on site. The designs of 

manufActured homes in Alberta available from companies 

such as Crawford, are varied and this form of 

construction follows a well established And growing 

trend in the U.S. 

Most of the buildinc units produced by' thls st!(:lor [11 

Alberta are for residential use, and only a very small 

proportion of lIlobUe hon,es find their way into other uses. 

Consequently, the market served is essentially part of the 

residential construction sector. 

For various reasons CMHC, which is responsible for 

preparing and publishing regular data on housing activity in 

Canada, does not include all mobile homes in its statistics. 

As noted earlier, mobile homes traditionally have been 

regarded, quite validly in many cases, as temporary, movable 

dewllings and, therefore, could cause errors in CHHC's 

statistics through double counting. CMHC does, however, 

include some other types of pre-fabricated dwellings in its 

statistics. The major judgement criterion used i8 that of the 

degree of permanence. If the foundation is judged to be . 
permanent, the. mobile home is included in the statistics of 

conventional single family dwellings (see. later in this 

section for further discussion). 

Statistics Canada does not provide housing market 

data, but does publish data on pre-fabricated building 

production, the number of establishments by province and 

rotated data (Cat:1toguc 31-205). Again, this does not fit 

exactly the definition of the ·sector as defined here. 
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However, the data provide a useful cross-check Against survey 

data. The major dif ferences include a small nUIDber of 

companies who occasionally produce either pre-fabricated 

timber based units, or who produce only components such as 

frames and chassis. These are classified for the purposes of 

this analysis in the manufactured home sector only if. this is 

their primary activity and if they use wood products. 

Additionally, Statistics Canada data include some companies 

that are separately classified in this study as "Relocatable 

Structures". 

In view of the fact that an increasing proportion of 

homes produced by this sector apparently are intended as 

permAnent structures, the term "mobile home" has been avoided 

1n thLs analysis. While it is acknowledged that there is 

considerable quality variation within the manufactured home 

Hector thus deE 1 ned, the intended market use is essentially 

the same-residential housing_ 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

Alberta is an important centre in Canada for the 

production·of manufactured homes. Although national 

statistics are not available, B.C. and Alberta together 

account probably for more than half of Canada's manufacturing 

capacity. As discussed later, this reflects a number of 

factors including the special characteristics of regional 

markets for housing. Nevertheless, in serving the large 

wcst~rn Canadian market for this type of dwelling, Alberta has 

developed a sizeable manufacturing industry and has stimulated 

development of support industries (including frames, trusses, 

millwork and cabinets). 
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Many of the companies in the manufactured homa sactor 

in Alberta are relatively large. some reporti ng that the 

number of their employees are in the 100 plus range under 

normal conditions. Recent activity in the sector nev~rtheless 

has declined due to general recessionary conditions 

nationally, sharply lower new house building activity, and 

permanent closures of sOlDe plants. Consequently. data 

provided on employee numbers, and sales revenues reflects the 

curr~nt state of the industry and not its maximum capacity. 

It is also signi ficant to note that compared with other 

provinces. except B.C •• the average size of manufacturers in 

Alberta is fairly large. 

The larger companies tend to produce a limited range 

of standardized dwelling units While the smaller companies 

either provide a higher degree of custom building or serve 

small local markets. The high volume standardized producers 

are the most significant group. Their products are usually 

priced to meet buyers' needs at the lower to medium end of the 

conventional housing IDarket. Competition for market share is 

substantial: consequently, these unita are carefully designed 

to offer quality advantages at a reasonable price. 

The traditionally low-quality image of pre-fabricated 

homes, which was prevalent in the early 1970's, and still 

lin$era, .haa improved with the use of higher quality materials 

and construction. In terms of wood products, technological 

and design changes have provided scope for use of a much wider 

range of building materiala than traditionally used (e8. 

waf~rboard instead of shcnthing plywood, 2 x 6 instead of 

2 x 4 lumber'for better wa11 insulation, and the use of roof 

and floor trusses). Correspondingly, there is a growing 
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'. 
Intur-dapendence between the various sub-sectors of the 

industry. While soane manufacturers produce some of their own 

components (eg. roof trusses), most purchase, from others, 

1 tcms such .:1S cabinets •. 

Within the modular home sub-sector, some companies 

carry out only a limited amount of re-manufacturing of wood 

products, and instead mainly assemble sectional components 

produced by others (eg. Alberta Cedar Homes using components 

pre-cut in B.C.). 

Another small but growing sub-sector is the 

production of log homes. Generally speaking, these 

manufacturers ~erve a fairly specialized market but companies 

reported that an increasing proportion of log hOlnes forll part 

of the residential housing market in Alberta, TAther than 

being used as r~creational homes. It is reported that there 

are about a dozen small firlls, or individuals, producing log 

homes in rural Alberta. 

MATERIALS USED 

The principal wood matC!r1.als used in the luanufactured 

home industry in Alberta include: 

Softwood dimension lumber used for framing. Mainly 12 

and better spruce froll B.C. and Alberta, but also fir 

froll B.C. and the U.S. Mainly random langth, but a 

significant volume of studs used. 
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Softwood lumber specialties. These include higher gradt.! 

non-standard sizes, and specialty grades such as MSR 

(Mechanic Stress Rated). ·Most MSR is from B.C. and 

Alberta. Also included is a growing volume of roof 

trusses. Floor trusses are used to a much lesser 

extent, as yet. 

Hardwood lumber. LimitC;!d volumes, mainly imported 

tropical species, used in specialty custOID bllilt units. 

There were no indications that Alberta poplar species 

were used. 

Softwood plywood. Sheathing srades (CSP and DFP) used 

(~xtenslv~ly fur exterior sheathing, however, an 

increasing number of manufacturers are substituting 

plywood with waferboard. In roofing applications the 

same trend is apparent, but slightly greater thicknesses 

of waferboard replace plywood. 

Hardwood plywood. TraditionallY lauan plywood has been 

used because of its r~a~y availability and, formerly, 

its low cost. Rising lauan prices have resulted in a 

search for alternatives including birch and oak imported 

from the U.S. HiSh srade decorative plywood 

increasinsly has been replaced by overlays and 

laminates. 

Decorative composite panels. Problems with formaldehyde 

~misslons from panelboardB, particularly particleboards, 

usins uTea-formnldehyde have reaulted in adverse publ1c 

react ion to those boards in relatively confined and 

airtight spaces. Consequently, many manufacturers have 

substituted other types of boards. and advertise their 

units accordingly as beins "safe". Some manufacture~s 
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reported thAt they hAve. tried thln part i.clcboilrut; and 

thin-MOF, but find it to be less reliable than 

plywoods. An increasing volume of fire rnted drywall 

with vinyl overlay.s is used. 

MobUe home decking. Thts is stt n used fairly 

extensively by some companies in the industry, but is 

also being replaced by waferboard. 

Fibreboard (hardboard). Used in a variety of 

applications in particulnr, as in convention:11 housing. 

Exterior hardboard siding is finding increased 

application as 1t offers an attractive range of finished 

low qaintenance surfaces. Some MOP is used, but 

generally it is not a well known product in the industry 

8S it is not yet produced 1n Canada. A few firms have 

1nlported experimental quantities froll the U.S. for 

in-house production of built-in interior fittings. Some 

users feared that MDF, produced with urea-forl1liildchyde, 

would meet consumer resistance. 

Millwork items. Stgn1 Hcant quantities of wooden window 

frames, door freuDes and pre-hung door units are produced 

either by the hOlDe manufacturers themselves or, more 

frequently, p~rchased froll specialized producers. 

Strong competition exists, however, from metal exterior 

doors Hor improvud securi ty) and mctal/vlnyl clad 

window frames. 

Cabinets and furniture. Some in-house production, but 

1I8inly"purchased froll specialized, high quality 

producers. Aesthetic overall apJlt~ar.Ance of the houdng 
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unit's interior is considered a In:tjor selHng pO[llt ilnd 

some lnanufactured home producers install real wood (oak) 

cabinets instead of less costly laminated 

part icleboard. 

Although manufactured home production in Alberta is 

signi fica nt, a high proportion of the wood tnaterials used for 

further manufacturing is imported from outside the province. 

B.C. produced lumber is highly competitive with Alberta's 

production and for some uses can uffer a wider range of the 

higher quality species/grades required by manufacturers. In 

other cases (eg hardwood plywood) suppliers arc not available 

locally. 

ACTIVITY 

The manufactured home sector in Alberta suffered a 

sharp downturn in activity in the province during 1982 because 

of adverse economic conditions and high interest rates. In 

1982, the number of single-detached (conventional plus 

manufactured) housing units produced dropped by nearly 50 

percent from the previous year and was significantly below the 

1979 peak in housing starts (see TAble 3.10). The 

manufactured home sector was particularly badly affected and a 

number of large producers shut down permanently (eg. 

Fleetwood). 
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TABLE 3.10 

Single Detached Housing Starts in Alberta* 

- - --- --- . - == .... _-- 'Z:Ir'S:==='2 • 

1972 12,182 1978 19,757 

1973 13,839 1979 20,066 

1974 13,511 1980 16,780 

1975 14,989 1981 17 ,972 

1976 17,765 1982 9,637 

1977 14,298 

Source: CMHC 

* Includes pre-fabricated housing units, including 

mobile homes, on a permanent foundation. 

Statistics Canada reported that In 1980, 16 

us tabUsll1nents, wi th annual sales of over $120 million, were 

classified as manufacturers of wood frame construction 

pre-fabricated buildings (Table 3.11). 

Up to 1980, and probably beyond, the Alberta 

manufactured home industry accounted each year for a 

pro&ressively larger share of total activity In the Industry 

in CaMda (Table 3.11). In 1980, for example, nearly 4 out of 

every 10 employees In the Canadian industry were working In 

plants In Alberta. The larger comparative scale of 

production, of the production plants in Alberta, Is reflected 

in Alberta's growing share of total shipment volume, up from 

30 percent in 1976 to 41 percent by 1980, even though the 

number of establishments remained at about 16 percent of the 

Canadian total. 
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In terms of value-added, in 1980 Alberta's industry 

accounted for 44 cents of every dollar spent on manufactured 

home production in Canada. 

Within Alberta. few of the manufacturers are involved 

in any other activity (Trave1aire also produces recreational 

vehicles) and. as noted above, most tend to be comparatively 

large units in order to benefit from economies of scale. 

TRENDS IN THE INDUSTRY 

It has been estimated by the National Association of 
Home Builders that, in 1980. approximately one-third of all 

U.S. housing starts were factory made. In a1~st all cases 

the manufactured homes are subjected to more soph{sttc~ted 

design techniques than units constructed on-site. This has 

not always been the case. In the early 1970's. most factory 

pui1t housing used 1n Canada was purchased from the U.S. The 

design of the units was based on the need for a low cost unit 

for trailer camps and construction did not take into account 

Canadian building standards (l.e. CSA standards regarding 

insulation. wiring and construction). 
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TABtE 3.11 

Pre-Fabricated Buildings 
(Wood Frame Construction) Manufacturers 

~2~s===a ___ =~ __ -__ - ___ 

.lberta 

lumber of Establishments 
'otal Employees 
alue of Shipments $000 
otal Value Added $000 

~rcent of Total Canada 

ulDber of Establishments 
ot'al Employees 
alue of Shipments 
otal Value Added 

~--==---
1976 

15 
1,767 

106,920 
32,561 

17% 
28% 
30% 
23% 

--- - -1977 1978 1979 

13 15 16 
1,566 1,743 1,746 

99,216 ll7,408 123,606 
45,403 

17% 
29% 
29% 
32% 

53,738 

15% 
31% 
33% 
36% 

54,732 

16% 
36% 
36% 
40% 

-.aa:a-=-=-
1960 

16 
1,606 

121,547 
57,496 

16% 
38% 
41% 
44% 

._._-----_._-- ---------_._----
ource: Statistics Canada 35-205 (SIC-2543) 
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.. 

The industry in Cnnada developed rapidly til the l'a rly 

to mid-1970's and has closely followed demand trends towards 

larger sized (double wide) units and improved design. Units 

produced in Alberta are ,sold principally in western Canada. 

Traditionally there have been two major market segments: the 

ret t rement market a nd the young Inarrieds market. However, the 

increased range of higher quality hOllu~s available has met the 

needs of other markets and, in some designs, manufactured 

homes compete directly in western Canada with conventional 

on-site constructions. 

The market potential for manufactured hOlnes depends, 

essentially, on the balance between various factors. The 

scope for increased cost savings in materials and construction 

t lloe, through economics of scale in production, has to be 

traded off against the localised traditional nature of the 

I~rket (requiring a few housing units for each development) 

and the logistics and economics of long haul distances fro~ 

factory to dealer to site. Nevertheless, it would appear that 

the overall trend in the new residential construction industry 

in North America, is towards the use of engineered 

components. Traditionally house-building has been a localised 

industry and the same has been true of pre-assembled 

manufactured homes which cannot be eaSily transported over 

long distances. Consequently, as demand for manufactured 

homes in Alberta and Western Canada grew, so did the industry • 
... 

Today, small builders and specialized trades still 

characterize the conventional on-site building industry. The 

economics of construction are still related to closeness to 

the market and adaptability to local styles and needs. 

However, man",fllctured homes, nJld IDodular sections, (~nn offur 

significant advantages In terms of lower production costs. 
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fAster construction and higher qual! ty of construct lone In 

large sub-divisions and developments they are particularly 

well suited, and are capturing an increasing market share at 

the expense of conventional site-built homes. 

CONSTRAIN'fS TO GROWTH IN MANUFACTURED nOME DEMAND 

The major constraints to further growth in demAnd are 

not, in all cases, long turla obstAcles. The sector still 

suffers'from its association with 1950's type low qunlity 

"box" housing, but this public image is changing. In this 

respect, the U.S. industry is ahead of Canada's. 

Nevertheless, in considering future prospects for the Alberta 

industry, two policy aspects should be addressed. These are: 

land zoning by munlclpalltie. and mortgage financing by banks, 

trust companies and so on • 

• 1 Land Zoninl 

Land use policies and zoning regulations in SOlne 

art~as are rUllorted to be constraints on the ID8nufacturcd home 

industry. Further analysis show. that, providing' zoning 

regulations are met, mo.t areas in Alberta permit the 

development of fee simple lots. However, the availability of 

mobile home park space. (including strata-title parks) is 

frequently reported by manufacturers and deAlers to be 

Umited. 
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.2 Mortgage Financing 

The potential for further expansion of the Alberta 

1lI.1nufacturcd home industry to meet the "affordable housing" 

needs of families in the province and in its export market in 

Canada. has been improved in recent years by a greater 

willingness of lending institutions to finance mortgages. In 

the mid-1970's. the sector was excluded from the AHOP program 

but, since that time. increased public inter~st. and improved 

government pol i.cies (eg. the t>fobilc Home Raghlry in B.C.) 

have led to greater acceptance of the sector as an integral 

part of the residential housing industry. 

GROWTH PROSPECTS IN ALBERTA 

The industry in Alberta grew, as already noted, in 

response to a rapid build up of demand for housing in 

sub-urban and rural areas in western Canada. Comparatively 

high levels of construction expenditure in the province 

(associated with large scale development projects) during the 

mid 1970's onwards. added another stimulus. 

As discussed above. other factors, such as the 

greater scope for cost savings and technological improvements 

in the product, are now becoming increasingly significant. 

The transition period that the Alberta industry has been going 

through recently, appears likely to continue for the 

foreseeable future. Whereas in the past manufactured home 

producers were tied closely to dealerships, U.S. experience 

indicates that an increaSing number r.ould functionally 

integrate with real estate companies, developers, and builders 

where scope for large, carefully planned and landscaped 

housing developments exist in urban area. 
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u.s. experience shows that the opportunity for 

further development of the Alberta industry exists, however, 

the form of the industry seems likely to change and increased 

emphasis on pInnning and liaison with municipalities will be 

required. 
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3.9 MILLWORK 

DEFINITION 

The industry sector categorized as "Millwork" is 

primarily involved in architectural millwork for commercial 

and institutional buildings. Any work done for residential 

buildings tends to be limited since this would normally be 

considered as on-site carpentry undertaken by the contractor. 

An exception to this would be millwork required in public 

areas of multi-family units. 

The principal areas of activity relate to finishing 
in stores, hotels, offices, schools, churches, hospitals and 

so on. Effectively all the work is on a custom basis and 

would include all the woodwork necessary to convert the area 

concerned into the final form in which it is to be used. This 

would therefore include: 

panelling 

cabinet fixtures 

stairs 

door and window trim and mouldings 

custom doors and windows when required 

nu:tolD rurniluru when n:qul r~d 

counters, shelving, showcases, etc. 

An important area of activity also relates to 

institutional furniture. To some extent this overlaps the 

activity of the furniture sector but a number of millwork 

companies produce a significant amount of goods such' as school 

desks and benches or hospitnl furniture. At present the 
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extensive government progr.'lmmes on inst.itutiomll development 

have resulted in a significant amount of work for the millwork 

companies. 

The principal governing body for this industry sector 

is the Architectural Woodwork Manufacturers Association of 

Canada (AWMAC). 

In Alberta there are also two other associations: 

Northern Alberta Millwork Association 

Southern Alberta Millwork Association 

These associations are affiliated with the Alberta 

Construction Association. It should be emphasized, however, 

that there are a significant number of millwork companies 

that are not members of any of these associations though, in 

general, it is believed that most contracts would be governed 

by the quality standards set out by AWHAC. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

A major problem in endeavouring to categorize 

companies under "Millwork" stems from the great disparity that 

exists betwee'n the companies, and the fluctuation in activity 

over time. Some companies employ as many as 65 people whereas 

others, due to current circuutances, have reduced to only 

two. Normally, a two man operatlon would hardly be regarded 

asa manufacturing industry, yet lf the space, equipment a~d 

potential s~tll exists for the employment of 15 people dolng, 

say, $150,000 of busineS8 per year, the current lavel of 

ilCllvlty could b~ IDls1(.!/ldinn. 
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The majority of the work done by millwork compnnies 

is on the basis of tenders, either directly to the purchaser, 

or through general contractors. Many of the companies also 

act as seneral contractors. This leads to considerable 

confusion when endeavouring to relate activity, as identified 

by Statistics Canada under the definition of "Sash Door and 

Other Millwork Plants", to the millwork companies that 

actually exist. Thus, of close to. 40 companies actually 

visited only five were specifically identified in the most 

recent (1980) Statistics Canada publication (35-205). 

Discussions with Statistics Canada in Ottawa indicate that, 

though a few of the comllanies did not exist at that time, the 

principal reason for the difference is that these companies 

are classified as part of the construction industry and not 

the wood industry. Another ruason is that SOIDe cOIDpunies were 

too small for specific identification. 

. The consequence of these d~fferences is that the 

number of companies and the amount of employment in the 

millwork industry sector is substantially more than would be 

apparent from Statistics Canada information. The consultants 

estimate, on the basis of field interviews and discussions, 

that 750 to 1,000 people are directly employed in millwork in 

good years. Some of these would a180 be employed in 

installation, on-Site, in addition to working at the plant. 

Bearing in mind that the Alberta sawmilling and 

planing indu8try is recorded at under 2,400 it is evident that 

the millwork industry is of real significance. The value 

added impact is of even greater significance. In the primary 

industries (sawmill, etc.) the value added component, i.e. 

labour, overhead and profit, is about 40 to ')0 IlC'r('cnt ot' the 

value of uales. In contrast, for the millwork industry the 

value added co~ponent is closer to 60 percent or more. 
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MATERIALS USED 

The principal solid wood products used by the 

mUlwork industry are hardwoods. Where softwood is utllhed 

this is principally in high quality clear grades of'Douglas 

fir and hemlock from coastal B.C. or the U.S" with some 

ponderosa pine fro~ the U.S. The opportunity for the 

consumption of significant volumes of any solid wood product 

based on the Alberta forest resource appears negligible. 

It should be noted, however, that the millwork 

industry does use some volumes of plywood and particleboard. 

To the extent that a high quality poplar plywood could be 

produced in Alberta the millwork industry would be a potential 

consumer. Past experience, however, with Alberta production 

of poplar plywood has been that the face veneers are of too 

low a quality, there are too many core gaps and the thickness 

of the veneers are too great. 

'There would also be an opportunity for industrial 

grade particleboard (or possibly MOP) either prelaminated or 

of a qudity suitable for lamination by those millwork 

companies with their own press. This could certainly be 

produced in Alberta where, currently, there is no industrial 

gr.,,)c.! p:arL icl~bO:lrd pbnt. The vo1umutl rUtiulre9 by the 

millwork industry are not, however, very large and would 

amount to no more than 10 percent of the productive capacity 

of an economically sized particleboard mill. 

It should be emphasized that the millwork industry 

has only limited control over the products and species that 

are used. These are essentially established by the 

ClrchltectN, duslsnun nnd tlPUclf1cllt.1on writerti. To the 

extent that a significant amount of the work done 1s for the 
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• 
Alherta government, and beartng in mind that there are a 

number of situations where a sound tight knotted product that 

could be produced from the Alberta resource would be entirely 

ndequate, opportunities for Alb,Htan product could be 

developed. Some policy directive to government specifiers 

indicating that serious consideration should be given to the 

possibility of utilizing products based on Alberta resource, 

wherever possible, could have the effect of increasing the 

potential for Alberta product. 

ACTIVITY 

Current levels of activity in the millwork industry 

are very depressed in comparison with the amou~t of work being 

done two years ago. Many of the companies visited indicated 

that they were umploying only half the number of people that 

they had in 1980/81. There are also some companies that have 

been unable to survive the depressed market conditions and 

have closed. 

The percentage of successful quotations is an 

interesting indication of the state of the market. A typical 

comment was "We get less than S percent of the jobs we quote. 

Two years ago we probably got better than a quarter". Bearing 

in aind the amount of time and effort involved in working up a 

quotation it is evident that the current state of the millwork 

industry is very depressed. 

Thure nre no firlll statistics upon which to base an 

analysis of t'he size of the Alberta II1l1work market. it 

appears, however, from discussions with the industry that it 

is sOlDCwhere in the region of $100 million per year. 
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Very rew of the Alberta companies nre able to obtnin 

any jobs that are out of province. A significant reason 

quoted by a number of individuals was that other provinces 

give prefl!rence to res lduntcompanies. For example, the S.C. 

government has a very spec! fic "Public Purchasing Policy" 

which insists that any work done for a government or crown 

corporation project should go to a B.C. company, unless the 

lowest B.C. quote is more than 10 percent above the out-of

province quote. Similar directives appear ~o exist in other 

provinces either overtly, as 1n the case of B.C., or by comlnon 

practice. 

Such a policy or practice does not appear to apply in 

Alberta. This is a source of considerable distress to the 

millwork industry since there are a number of instances where 

Alberta government jobs have gone to non-Albertan companies. 

The allount of such loss to the prOVincial industry is not 

known precisely but could be as high as 20 to 30 percent 

according to knowledgeable individuals in the industry. A 

principal factor quoted was the labour cost differential 

between Alberta and eastern provinces. This, apparently, more 

than offsets any freight disadvantage. The Albt!rtan millwork 

.{ ndustry feels that thia ia a factor beyond its control since 

it is a function of the provincial econo.,. Consequently, the 

province should at least protect the domestic industry to the 

same extent as do other provincea. 

Of particular concern appears to have been the award 

of the Petro Canada contract, worth $1-1/2 million, to an 

out-of-province company. lIowever, since this would presumably 

be under federal juriadction no prOVincial policy of 

favouring the domest i.c 1 ndustry would be applicable. On the 

oLhur. hand, Lt hUH been suggusted that some custern provinces 
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provide their industry with certain incentives for work 

obtained out-of-province. If this applied tn the case of 

Petro Canada, the Alberta millwork industry would appear to 

have some legiti~te cause for complaint. 
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3.10 OVERHEAD DOORS 

Though there are a large number of companies 

distributing, installing and maintaining wooden overhead 

doors, (mainly for garages) there are few actually 

manufacturing these in Alberta. Of these few the majority buy 

the door blanks from B.C. and add the necessary hardware to 

make the finished unit. In the context of this study it is 

judged that such companies are not "secondary manufacturers" 

since the wood is not reworked in any way. Similarly, the 

very minor amount of specialty custom designed doors produced 

by some of these companies has been excluded. 

There appear to be only 2 companies actually 

manufacturing the wooden parts of overhead doors. 

The principal raw materials used are high grade· 

cedar, .hemlock and fir with some voiumes of lauan. 
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3.11 RELOCATABLE STRUCTURES 

DEFINITION 

This industry sector is significantly different from 

the mobile home industry which has been covered under section 

3.8 "Manufactured Homes". Many of these relocatable 

structures are used as living quarters but they are 

essentially designed for industrial use. Thus the residential 

use i~ In connection with some construction and development 

site where sufficient housing may not exist. The untts are 

also used for site offices and lDany other faciUties such as 

schools. 

Essential requirements, therefore, are that they can 

be easily moved and relocated and that they are totally self 

contained, requiring luinimum of work at the site to b{!come 

fully functional. Normally they would, however, remain at the 

site for several months or longer and must therefore provide 

semi-permanent accommodation. ielocatable structures are, 

consequently, significantly different to recreational 

trailers. 

It has been judged that this industry sector should 

be included since" in addition to lumber use in the 

manufacture of the structural frames, it also uses a 

significant volume of secondary manufactured wood products 

such as cabinets. 

Statistics Canada includes some of the companies 

falling into 'this category under the SIC number 2543 

"Pre-fabricated Buildings - Wood Frame Construction". Others, 

however, appear to be included elsewhere, in classifications 
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such as SIC 3242 "Non-commercial Trailer Manufactures" or 3241 

"Truck Body Manufacturers" or 3243 "Commercial Trialer 

Manufacturers" or even 3090 "Metal Fabrication". 

It is worth elllphasizing that the relocatable 

structure industry believes that it is an industry sector 

quite separate from the other industries. It has established 

"The Manufacturers Association for Relocatable Structures of 

Alberta" to represent its interests. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

There is one particularly large company which 

dominates the industry and several IRedium sized ·companies. 

t-fost of those contacted stated that their business covered 

~inufacturin8. leasing and snles of relocatable structures. 

MATERIALS USED 

In the IlICljOrJ.ty of C.3ses the lumber purchased by the 

industry is construction grade S-P-P from Alberta and i.c. 
This is used to manufacture the fra.e. The volumes are 

probably no more than 10 million board feet for the .industry, 

even in good market conditions. Plywood Is often used for 

flooring and metal is used for outside cladding. Decorative 

plywood, hardboard and vinyl overlaid gypsum board are all 

used for interior panelling_ 
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The majority of those contacted indicated that 

interior cabinet work, which is a significant part of many of 

these structures, was usually sub-contracted to cabinet 

IMnufActurers. Doors also are purchased not manufactured. 

Windows tend to be aluminum and much of the mouldings and trim 

used to finish the units is vinyl. 

ACTIVITY 

Alberta is one of the principal centres in North 

America for the manufacture of relocatable structures. The 

industry expanded rapidly at the time of the oil development 

in Alberta and subsequently developed a strong export trade. 

Until the last few years the industry had annual sales 

revenues in the region of $100 million and probably employed 

around 800 p~ople. This would include the sales and leasing 

activity in addition to manufacturina. 

Currently, however, the industry is very depressed, 

particularly those companies that had not developed any 

business outside Alberta. A nUluber of companies have 

temporarily ceased all manufacturina and are relying entirely 

on revenue to be obtained froll leasina their existi'ng units. 

Typical of this depressed situation was one company that used 

to employ over 100 people and now has just a small maintenance 

staff of less than ten. 

It would appear that this industry miaht benefit 

substantially from a coordinated effort to diversify and 

explore new ,market areas where its output, or some 

modi Hcation thereof, Clln be sold. Without some such 

1111 L I;IL lvu lL tiUUlilti Hkuly Lhllt a tilgulflcant t>roport.i.on of 

the relocatable structure manufacturers could cease to exist. 
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3.12 REMANUFACTURING 

DEFINITION 

The industry sector defined as "Reqanufacturing" is a 

conglomeration of a number of companies carrying out a wide 

variety of activities. This sector therefore incl~des: 

companies that provide a custom cutting service for 

wholesalers, distributors, or consumers. These 

companies therefore don't own the lumber at any stage. 

companies that purchase lumber and remanufacture it into 

some other cross-section or lenath for sale to secondary 

manufacturina industries. 

C()IQJ>lllll~s that purchase lumber and rellSnufacture it into 

a variety of products such as survey stake., lath., 

fencina, pallet stock, pallet., bed frames, panelling, 

hockey sticks, carpet gripper., containers and so on. 

There is no spec! fic section that covers all of this 

industry sector in Statistics Canada. Some are included under 

SIC 2513 "SaW'lllills and Planing Kills", whereas others are 

under 2599 "Miscellaneous Wood Industries". 

Though part of the activity of some of these 

cOlllpanies does not strictly qualify a8 secondary 

~nufacturing, nevertheless value 18 being added to the raw 

luterial. It is therefore considered legitimate to include 

the "re~nu~acturin8· sector within this analysis. 
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TYPES OF COMPANIES 

None of the companies in this sector are large but 

there are a number of mediulD sized companies that have been 

operating for sOlDe time. In addition there are many very 

small operations working on a sporadic basis. This is 

particularly true of rural areas where farmers resaw fencing 

during the off season. It was not possible to obtain any 

reliable indication of the relative importance of this type of 

activity. 

There are also a number of building supply and home 

centre companies which cut and resaw lumber. This is either 
for their own general sales, such as furring strips and so on, 

or as a service to particular customers. Por example, one 

waterbed manufacturer contacted obtains S-P-P 2 x 10 stock 

. precut and grooved by the retail lumber yard from which it 

obtains supplies. It has been judged that this type of 

remanufacturing activity does not properly qualify as 

"secondary manufacturing" or even remanufacturing. 

MATERIALS USED 

Due to the diverse nature of the activities included 

in this sector th~re i_ also a substantial variation in the 

raw material used. Companies that are remanufacturing in 

order to produce high quality mOUldings and panelling purchase 

hardwoods and clear softwoods from B.C. and the U.s. 

At the other end. of the product scale the companies 

producing survey stakes and pallet stock tend to purchase low 

grades of S-P-F frOID Alberta and B.C. Some com~nies also use 

poplar from Alberta. 
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The totAl amount of lumber relllanufactured by these 

different industries is v~ry variable depending on the orders 

received. On the basis of the companies contacted it would 

appear that the approximate volulRe would be around 50 million 

board feet. The major part of this volume would be S-P-F. 

ACTIVITY 

Most of the mpanies sell their products principally 

within Alberta. However, some volumes of lumber that has been 

remanu fActured for wholesalers is subsequ~ntly distributed to 

. other parts of North America and much of the pallet stock 18 

shipped to the u.s. 

This industry sector, even though a conglomerate of a 

variety of companies, is relatively small. Annual sales 

values are probably in the region of $lS to $20 million with 

1S0 to 200 people being employed. 

Though there are a few new companies it does not 

appear that the remanufActuring activity in Alberta is 

expanding to any significant extent. 

Bearing in adnd the significant demand that exists in 

the North Atnerican market for lumber that is cut to size. 

other than dimension (2 x 4, etc.) it would seem that a 

significant opportunity for expansion may exist. Options that 

exist include: 

panell111g; 

fencing; 

pnllul stock; 

home centre specification (1 x 2, 1 x 3, 2 x 2, in short 

lengths) • 
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Markets exist for 'these items and the Alberta 

resource is suitable for their production. Site specific 

analyses ar'e required to establish whether thh type of 

production is economically feasible. 
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3.13 SPINDLES/TURNINGS/STAIRS 

DEFINITION 

Some cOIDpanies in Alberta manufacture spindles and 

turnings of various types and stairs. These have been 

categorized separacely from general millwork since they 

manufacture specific products. It should be noted that some 

millwork companies may also manufacture chese products. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

Most of the companies are relatively small with only 

one exceeding an annual sales volume of $1 million. 

MATERIALS USED 

The largest company utilizes hardwoods exclusively. 

Some of the others, however, also use ponderosa pine and 

hemlock In clear grades. 

It see~ unlikely that the resource 1n Alberta could 

provide a suitable raw material for this industry. 

ACTIVITY 

The depressed nature of the economy has had some 

effect on t~. larger producers of production line spindles. 

How6ver, since a significant part of the demand relates to 

mNrkuts ocher chnn new conscruction, this industry has not 
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been affected as badly as others, such as millwork. There 

are, in fact, some new companies, catering entirely to the 

custom design market, that are expanding rapidly. 
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3.14 TRUSSES 

DEFINITION 

For the purposes of this study the manufacturers of 

trusses are dee~ed to include companies that also produce 

beams. These bea~s can be either in the for~ of laminated 

wood with a solid cross sectional area or in the form of an I 

beam with flanges and a web. 

Trusses and bea~s are used in all forms of 

construction; residential, co~mercia1, agricultural and so 

on. They are utilized for roofs and for floors. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

The majority of the co~pan1es producing trusses 

undertake this activity as their principal business. Though 

many of these truss manufactur~rs have their own engln~ering 

staff, much of the basic detailed design work is provided by 

I lit, lrllHIl plal'! ''''lIIl1riH~Lllrcrs. 

There are also a number of smaller producing units, 

often part of a building supply company, that manufacture 

trusse. a. an activity that is complementary to their 

principal busines.. Typically these co~panies produce fairly 

standardized. roof trusse. suitable only for residential 

conatruction. They often have no qualified engineerins staff 

and rely entirely on the deSigns provided by the plate 

manufacturers'. 
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There is only one company in Alberta producing 

laminated beams under the auspices of the Laminated Timber 

Institute of Canada. There are, additionally, other companies 

producing eng1ne~red joists w1t;h wood ilnd' a combination of 

wood and metal. Other variations, on standard lattice-type 

truss manufacture for construction use, include a company that 

II 1so manufactures garage and small tlgl"icu1tural building kits, 

and a rehabilitation centre that produces lighter trusses 

priularily for the mobile hOlDe industry. 

MATERIALS USED 

The most widely used lu.ber i8 S-P-P though some fir 

is also required for special1%ed desisns. Traditionally, the 

principal grade is 12 and better but in recent years there has 

been an increasing volume of MSR lumber. One cOIDpany that 

specializes in industrial and commerc1al trusses advised that 

HSR lumber now,accounts for up to 30 percent of lumber 

consumption. It seems generally agreed that, as the 

engineering deSign of structures becomes more sophisticated, 

the need for precisely graded lumber will increase. There 

will therefore be growth in the consumption of MSa lumber. 

It is estimated that the annual volume of lu.ber 

consumed by the truss a~d beam sector 1s, currently, 30 to 40 

million board feet, with 2 x 4 accounting for 70 to 80 

percent. Of the balance 2 x 6 would be the largest size, 

followed by 2 x 3 for web construction. 

Tru8s manufacturers usually purchase lumber on a 

random length baSis and it seems unlikely that many would be 

interested in cut to size cOIDponents. The variety of length 

required makes th1s approach unworkable. 
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One company is also purchasing veneer and plywood to 

manufacture specialty joists. 

ACTIVITY 

A significant characteristic of the standard truss 

industry is that the bulk of sales occur within about a 100 

mile radius of the plant. There is, therefore, only a small 

volume of import or export and the Alberta consumptlon of 

trusses is effectively satisfied by Alberta production. This 

does not hold true for specialty products such as laminated 

beams, specialty joists and oversi"ze trusses. Since there are 

relatively few manufacturers of products of this nature they 

can compete over a much area tel' distance. 

The drastic reduction in housins starts since 1978 

has had the inevitable effect of substantially reducing the 

activity in the truss manufacturins industry. To some extent, 

however, the industry has been able to offset the decline by 

expanding into other areas. Five years aao most companies 

concentrated principally on pitch~d roof trusses for 

residential construction. Penetration of this market reached 

saturation with 90 percent of housina usinS trusses, rather 

than rafter.. The new area of srowth is the parallel cord 

tru.s for floors' and non-residential buildings. In discussion 

with the truss industry it was found that two thirds of those 

contacted are now able to produce floor trusses. 
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This is a market area that has considerable growth 

potential as designers and architects beco~e aware of the 

increased design flexibility in co~parison to solid wood 

joists. As this market grows the need for MSR IUIDber will 

also increase, particularly in the higher stress grades. 

Another develop~ent of particular interest to Alberta 

is the I-bea~ using waferboard for the web. Though it is 

unlikely to represent a high volume market it is nevertheless 

a n~w potential use for ~l(urboard. 
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3.15 WINDOWS 

DEFINITION 

Many of the companies producing windows also produce 

patio doors and french windows. Thus it is sometimes 

difficult to establish the right category for some of these 

companies. It has been necessary, therefore, to make some 

arbi trary decisions in order to decide whether a company 

should be shown under the business class of windows or doors. 

These decisions have been based on an understanding of which 

product line tends to be the most important. No such problem 

exists in the Statistics Canada definition since all the 

companies are included under the one definition "Sash, Door 

and Miscellaneous Millwork". 

The cOlllpanies contacted were principally those 

involved in the production of windows that include a 

substantial amount of wood. Furthermore, only those 

industries actually luanufactur1ng in Alberta were considered. 

Consequently, companies primarily involved in distribution or 

those which received parts pre-manufactured at their plants 

elsewhere and shipped to Alberta for assembly were not 

inlcuded. On the other hand, companies that buy much of their 

lumber already profiled, and even cut-to-size, froll various 

sources are included. It i8 judged that these-companies mU8t 

be considered secondary manufacturers even if they are 

subcontracting SOlie part of their production proce8s. 
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This is not to be considered as inconsistent with the 

approach taken relative to doors. In that case, companies 

which were buying doors and mouldings in order to undertake a 

prchnnsing operation w~re ('l«~hldcd. Thls exclus.lon W:IS on the 

grounds that the process was part of installation not door 

manufacture. 

TYPES OF COMPANIES 

There is one company which, together with its 

associated company, dominates the manufacture of windows in 

Alberta. tn addition there are several smaller companies 

manufacturing production line windows, though these are 

ususally of a somewhat more specialized nature. Apart from 

these there are also many companies producina custom designed 

windows for commercial, institutional and residential 

construction. The bulk of these are not covered under this 

section since they are included under millwork. 

MA'l'IHA1.S USED 

The type of lumber used depends on the nature of the 

window being manufactured. In the case of an exposed wood 

frame the lumber utilized must be free of any defect. Where 

it forms the core for overlay by vinyl or aluminum the 

specification can be less demandina. 

The major species used is ponderosa pine, either 

solid or finger-jointed. Hemfir in clear solid grades is also 

used but to a lesser extent. Some volumes of" spruce with 

nuuml ll,~hl kllutn are allH) Hue,", In the hHU:i crltlcul purts uf 

the windows. 
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A number of the cOlllpanies, including the largest, 

purchase their lUl'ober with the required profiles alreaoy 

manufactured. In sOllle cases these profiles are being run on a 

custom baslsby rcmanufacturers in Alb~rta. 'fh<!re is onl.! 

wholesaler/distributor who specializes in the purchase of 

lumber and arranges for its remanufacture into suitably 

profiled stock for window and door manufacturers. This 

company suggested that many of the required specifications 

could be produced from the Alberta resource, if the sawmills 

manufactured and dried their lumber tn the necessary m41llller. 

It should he noted however that this was not the view 

expressed by some of the window manufacturers. One advised 

that, even where sound tight knot lumber was acceptable, 

neither spruce nor lodgepole pine were satisfactory. Spruce 

could only be used in small dimensions of le8s than 2" width 

and lodgepole pine was totally unacceptable. In both species 

the lack of dimensional stability was a problem and the number 

of knots in lodgepole pine wa. identified as being a further 

dlsqual1 fication. These comments were based partly on 

experience but, it is believed, principally on generally 

accepted understanding of the species. It is still possible 

therefore that if th~ lodgepole pine is manufactured and dried 

appropriately for this u.e it may, in fact, provide an 

adequate substitute for the material imported from elsewhere 

in some of the window part •• 

A research programme involving the cooperation of 

sawaill. and window manufacturer., would be required. If it 

can be established that, technically and physically, ,the 

specie. i. s~ti.factory the next step would be to establish 

whether it i's economically feasible, in competition with the 

mat<!rial currently beIng usud. 

\ 
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ACTIVITY 

A significant proportion of the windows used in 

Atberta is produced in other provinces. At ehe t,.,lIRC elme, 

however, some of the Alberta production is sold to other 

provinces. On balance, the volume of illports far exceeds the 

volume of exports. 

Though current levels are considerably less, the 

sales volume for 1981 is believed to have been in the region 

of $100 million. In the opinion of those consulted, around 

half would have been produced in Alberta and the remainder 

would have been from other provinces. Window manufacturers in 

Alberta employ about 500 people. 

As would be expected, window consumption is largely 

Influenced by construction activity - in particular 

residential construction. The housing start levels of 1982, 

and currently, have had a very depressing effect on the window 

industry and many companies are operating at close to half of 

their previous levels. On the other hand there are some 

distributor companies which had been based on the supply of 

windows from out of the province which have closed down. 

Provi'ncial production will therefore be well placed when 

construction activity resumes. 

If it can be shown that the Alborta resource is able to 

provide an adequate raw material for a significant part of 

window manufacture, this industry sector would have the 

potential for expansion within Alberta. 
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4.1 SUMMARY 

The great majority of the secondary manufacturing 

industry in Albert3 is not based on the Alberta forest 

resource. Furthermore, the output of the industry is 

principally destined for consumption within the province. 

Analysis of the resource indicates that Alberta has no 

intrinsic advantage, relative to other timber supply regions, 

on which to base the development of a secondary manufacturing 

industry. 

Cunversely. there' are a number of products which 

could, technically, be manufactured in Alberta, at no obvious 

disadvantage relative to other regions. The objective of the 

market survey was to identify some of these products. 

Since many secondary manufactured products are 

consumer oriented, directly or indirectly', the emphasis of the 

survey was at the retail level to establish the potential for 

solid wood products other than dimension lumber. 

The D-I-Y (dO-it-yourself) consumer'is purchasing 

increasing volumes of wood pruducts. Studies in the U.S. 

suggest that the D-I-Y segment will increase dramatically 

during the 1980s from U.S.$26.5 billion to U.S.$92 billion. A 

significant part of this sales volume ts in wood products. 

Consequently it is a market area that holds great potential 

for expansion - unlike the construction market. 

The areas visited were Toronto and various cities in 

tne U.S. T~.·essential results of the market survey are 

summarised in Table 4.1. The product lines that appear to 

offer opportunity for secondary manufacture in Alberta are 
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pine furniture, interior shutters, panelling nnd laminated 

boards. Additionally, though it is not secondary manufacture, 

there is a long term growth opportunity for HSR lumber. Home 

centre dimensions also have potential for innovative marketing 

to U.S. customers and window cOIDponents may offer some 

opportunity. 

It must be emphasised that these are apparent areas 

of opportunity after t~king into account any obvious 

competitive factors. Estimated production costs·were not 

calculated. These could be analysed in general terms and 

cOlllpared with likely FOB plant returns, but to obtnin ~ true 

picture of the economic viability of servicing any of these 

potential markets it would be essential to undertake a 

detailed feasibility study. It is worth expanding on.this 

comment by taking one particular prospect. From the market 

point of view, one of the most promising areas of potential is 

the unfinished pine furniture market. However, whether a 

manufacturing industry serving this market and based on the 

Alberta resource would be economically viable can only be 

resolved by a detailed analysis of all the factors involved. 

These would include availability and cost of suitably 

manufactured raw material; alternative production equipment 

and technique.; the designa of furniture to be produced; costs 

of alternative marketing and distribution approaches; price 

levela for varioul product lines. No investment in 

manufacturing facilities would normally be undertaken without 

this type of' fealibility analysl •• 

There il also the potential for exporting value added 

products. One of the most interesting possibilities relate to 

lodgepole pine for the European market. ThIs would be the 

output fro. primary rather than secondary manufacturing and 

will requIre a fundamental change in approach by the saw.ill 

if the potential is to be realised. 
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TABLE 4.1 

CONCLUSIONS ON MARKET OPPORTUNITIES 

Llinl 

lated 
Is 

:ers 

Lture 

ar-joint
JIIlber 

Lnl 

Centre 
tr 

)V 

)nents 

Toronto 
Comments 

small but Irowinl market 
very competitive 

new market, small, Irowth 
potential depends on price 

all imported, steady market 

new market with stronl 
potential 

- construction; only for 
special projects 

- mouldings; large market 
currently supplied by 
ponderosa and eastern 
white pine 

market growina and likely to 
increase 'drastically in lona 
term 

strong market with variety 
of products 

only part of market is wood 
, cedar 'is the major species 

strona aarket 
increasina volu.es 

aanufacturers use 
ponderosa and local pine 

I'latory Notes: 

Ratinll 

fair 

lood 

lood 

excell
ent2 

poor 

100d4 

excell
ent 

poorS 

poor 

poorS 

poorS 

U.S. Mid West 
Comments 

demand likely to Irow 
substantially very competi
tive 

not in stores at present, 
potential will depend on 
price 

large market supplied by 
relatively few U.S. com
p~nies 

rapidly expandinl market 

specialty lenaths in wider 
widths 
larle market ,based on 
ponderosa pine 

groving use as buildina 
technoloaies chanae 

larae market and arovinl, 
whitevood fencina popular, 
supply currently tilht 

spruce has a very poor 
iaaae 

larae and expandina market 

aajor aanufacturer interest
ed in using lodaepole 

Ratt.n 

goo 

fa i 

excel 
ent 

excel 
ent2 

POOl: 

100~ 

exce] 
ent 

faJ 

pOC 

10C 

gOI 

sted 3S market potential for Alberta production, without coneiderina production 
~onomics but takina into consideration known competitive factore. 
~ovldcd suitable product is manufactured by sav mills. There is aleo a potential 
IV mills to market furniture arade lumber. 
)te that there is a Irovina market for finler jointed studs in other areae of U.S. 
tloulh rated good current underetanding is that it would not be econollic to produce 
)0 much lucnl competit lone 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

It has been evident, from the analysis of the solid 

wood product secondary manufacturing activity existing at 

present 1n Alberta, that the great majority of this is based 

on raw material that 1s imported into Alberta. This industry 

provides employment for several thousands of Albertans and 

provides a valuable service to the province. It does not, 

however, add much value to the Alberta resource. 

A basic consideration, therefore, in analysing 

opportunities in markets outside Alberta for secondary 

manufactured productl hal been that the raw material for the 

product must be available from the Alberta resource. 

Essentially this 11 wh1te spruce and lodgepole/jack pine, for 

the purposel of this study. The opportunities for 

poplar/aspen are being analysed elsewhere and the volumes of 

other species are negligible. 

'fhe potentl111 Cur pruduct dc:velopment and the 

development of the necessary industry will depend on a number 

of factors. These can be summarized as follows: 

nature of the raw material: 

location of market; 

production coste (labour, ener8Y, capital); 

technical expertise or r~putatlon. 

The advantages and disadvantages for Alberta, 

relative to each of these factors, needs to be considered. 
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The nature of the resource automatically excludes a 

number of product options. For example a product that demands 

cedar or redwood need not be considered. Similarly, where 

long lengths of clear lumber are necessary, the resource is 

effectively unsuitable. Even the production of a 

finger-jointed knot-free product may be questionable bearing 

in mind the large number of knots in the raw material 

available. Furtherloore, for products that can be produced 

from the species that are available, Alberta has no unique 

advantage in comparison wi th a number of other timber regions 

in Canada and the U.S. In other words, a secondary 

manufacturing industry located in Alberta u,s1ng spruce and/or 

pine solid wood could equally be situated in B.C., Quebec or 

Idaho (to quote a few examples) without incurring allY 

intrinsic disadvantages relative to raw material. 

A secondary product indus~ry located in Alberta would 

have obvious locational advantages in the Alberta market. 

Equally it would have obvious disadvantages in the Toronto 

market relative to a southern Ontario producer of the same 

product. However in Minnesota, for example, the differences 

in cost of transportation from Quebec, Idaho or Alberta are 

not very great - particularly for a high value product. In 

the mid western U.S. market, therefore, the Alberta industry 

should not have any particular locational disadvantage. 

The labour costs in Alberta tend to be high relative 

to most of North America. On the other hand, ener81 is 

relatively inexpensive and capital is available within the 

province for provincial industrial development. There are 

therefore so •• offsettin8 factors which could reduce the 

apparent labour cost disadvantage. It would appear that a 

substantial degree of automation would be an essential feature 

in order to reduce the impact of hi8h labour costs and thus 

,\VoId any COIDpetitive disadvantages. 
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The final aspect to consider is more intangible and 

less easy to analyse. There are lDany examples where 

industries have developed in a region even though there may 

not be any obvious current competitive advantages relative to 

raw material, market location or production costs. Such an 

ex~mple is in Alberta, where there is an extensive 

concentration of the North American production of relocatable 

structures. Though this started due to local de.and 

developing from oil explorat lon, there are now many companies 

Involved, wtth exports allover the world. The basic reasons 

are the development of a pool of expertise 1n the area and the 

fact that Alberta has become known to be II centre for 

relocatable structures. 

Consequently, though Alberta has no particularly 

outstanding advantages upon which to base and encourage 

secondary manufacturing in solid wood products, there are also 

no very substantial disadvantases which cannot be overcome. 

Given this somewhat neutral basic position, it becomes 

necessary to identify specific product or product line 

"niches" in the market and assressively pursue the development 

of a suitable industry. 

An initial overview of the many products being 

manufactured from solid wood indicated that the best use of 

the time, allocated within the study to marketins, would be an 

analysis of the requirements at the retail level. This would 

identify the types of products required not only by the 

construction trade but also by the home improvement and DIY 

(do-it-yourself) consumers. This latter Sroup is becomina of 

increasins l~ortance. In 1982, in sharp contrast to the 

disasters in the construction market, the volume of DIY snles 

by the top 100 horae centre chains in"the U.S. srew by almost 

37% over 1981. Du~ins the 1910's the DIY segment of the U.S. 
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home improvement industry increased from $6.4 billion to $26.5 

billion, according to the DIY Research Institute. The 

Institute projects that during the 1980's this will increase 

dramatically to $92.1 billion. 

The growth for the DIY segment is expected to be grcAter than 

that of the home improvcm~t market and certainly greater than 

any growth expected in new construction. This segment is also 

of particular importance since many of the secondary 

manu factured wood products are bought by the lHY consumer. 

The importance of the home improvement ~rket. 

serviced by the home centres, should not be underestimated. 
The growth projections are impreasive but, even at present 

levela, the sales volumes of wood product. through the home 

centres in the U.S. are very large. In 1981, according to 

Itome Center Magazine, the sAles of lumber, doors, windows, 

millwork and wall pan~lling amounted to about U.S.$18 

billion. Assuming a gross margin of 40 percent at the retail 

outlet this represents forest product sale. of over U.S.$lO 

billion. Though part of this i. transportation cost 

nevertheless the total salcs returns to the forest product 

industry from home centres is substantlal. 

To set these figures In context it Is worth noting 

that the total value of all shlpments of all wood industries 

(primary and secondary but excluding pulp and paper) In Canada 

ia only in the region of U.S.$7 billion. 

Toronto -

The geographlc areas chosen were as follow.: 

to obtain an indication of the activity in the 

largest single Canadlan market and also to hold 

discussions with the appropriate people in some 

of the principal national chains. 
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u.s. 
Midwest 

a significant share of the lumber sales to the 
U.S. from Alberta go to this area due to current 

transportation rates. The states visited were: 

- Illinois . 

- Missouri 

- Kansas 

- Minnesota 

- Wisconsin 

The head of !ices of a number of large chains and 

buying groups are located within these states. 

The product catesories investisated durins the 

discussions related to any product of solid wood, other than 

dimension lumber, that was in demand by the consumer. 

Opinions were sousht from the merchandisins and purchnsins 

managers in the various companies resardins trends and new 

opportunities that could be satisfied by a secondary 

manufacturins industry in Alberta. It is worth emphasizing 

that the bulk of those contacted were extremely helpful since 

it is in their interest to encourase the development of more 

supply sources. 

ThouSh there are a larse number of product lines that 

could, theoretically, be feasible, the discussion focussed on 

particular products that seemed most likely to offer potential 

to Alberta. Since separate studies are beins undertaken on 

the prospects for treated lumber and the opportunities for 

products manufactured from poplar/aspen these two areas of 

opportunity are not discussed. 
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4.3 TORONTO 

A list of the companies and groups contacted is shown 

in Table 4.1. The essential conclusions to be drawn from the 

discussions are presented below, by product line. 

PANELLING 

The consumer has a substantial nu~ber of product 

options from which to choose when wishing to finish a wall. 

He must decide between paint, wallpaper, 4' .x 8' panels, solid 

wood panelling and so on. The product group of relevance to 

this study i8 solid wood panelling. Even within this group 

there are many choices - thicknesses vary from 1" down to as 

little as l/S"; widths vary from 8" to 4"; there is a choice 

of species (many hardwoods, cedar, redwood, Douglas fir, 

varioU8 pine8); the quality can be clear, knotty or extremely 

"rustic"; the product8 can be bought in shrink wrapped bundles 

or in 1008e boards. 

Consequently, though the wall decorating market is 

very large there i8 also a great deal of competition. The 

share of 80lid wood, within the wood product sector, i.e. 

4' x 8' panel8 and 80lid wood, i8 very 8ma11, at no more than 

5 percent, but it appear8 that there may be some trend towards 

solid wood. This had been strongly evident two years ago but 

the recent rece88ion caus.ed the con8umer to return to cheaper 

alternatives of printed or overlaid 4' x S' panels. It is 

believed that the economic recovery should re-establish that 

trend. 
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However. it must be emphasized that there are m."lny 

producers of solid wood panelling - a significant number of 

them being in eastern Canada using eastern whtte pine. It is 

also impurtant to note that there have been a nUIDber of B.C. 

producers of solid wood panelling that have experienced 

extreme fina netal d1f ftcutttes in recent years. The majority 

of these had been product ng a shri nk wrapped bundle 8' long. 

containing nested shorts. of tongue and grooved V-joint 

panelling. 4" wide and 5/16" to 3/8" thick, covering about 20 

square feet. These were available in clear and knotty cedar 

and in a sound tight knotted grade of pine. 

The Alberta pine resource would be very suitable for 

the production of this type of product. There is, however, a 

lot of cOIDpetition and the essentials for successful operation 

would be strong distribution arransements and attractive 

product presentation. For the Toronto market the volume 

potential would be considerably increased if other profiles, 

such as the Pickwick pattern, are produced. SOme chains, for 

example Canadian Tire, only carry this pattern. 

LAMINATED BOARDS 

Though it is not a new concept there has been 

considerable interest recently in the development of edge 

glued boards. These can be sold in various 'forlll8: 

shelvins; 

part. of component furniture systema; 

genera.i' use of the DIY handyman. 
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The reactions from those visited in Toronto were 

extremely mixed. Canfor has recently commenced a program 

based on component shelving systems and believes there is a 

strong potential for this product. 

Cashway Building Centres, a major chain, disagreed. 

This group had tried laminated boards in 15 outlets and in 

only three were the results favourable. It did not seem to be 

a question of price since various pricing levels had been 

tried. The company admitted, however, that there had been no 

very serious promotional effort devoted to the product. 

Beaver Lumber believed that a market certainly 
existed but questioned whether the volume would be very 

subs tant ial. 

LanSing Buildall, a seven store Toronto chain 

catering to the affluent suburban trade, felt there was good 

potential particularly in full 10" and 12" widths. This 

company also suggested that there might be a market in 

thicknesses up to 1-1/2" for the wide boards in 8' and shorter 

lengths. Price would depend on quality and would have to 

compete with other solid wood pine boards. These currently 

range from $900 per thousand board feet 11 grade to $1,500 for 

a "select" grade of eastern white pine delivered Toronto in 

10" and 12" widths. A laminated product with a limited number 

of sound tight knots could sell close to the top of the range 

quoted, according to Lansing. 

The resouce in Alberta should be suitable for the 

production of' this type of product and it appears that there 

could be a significant value added component to be obtained. 

A market opportunity uppeun to exist but whether the 

economics would justify a production facility would need 

careful analysis. 
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SHUTTERS 

Pine shutters for interior use are evident in almost 

uvary home centre outlet. It was dH ficult to obtain any 

indication on the size of the market in Toronto, or any other 

area, but the consensus was that it represented a substantial 

dolla r volume. 

lIome-care, a buying group for 110 different 

companies, believed that shutter sales represented a 

significant and very steady market. Individual store volumes 

were not large but the turn over was good and all stores 

handled them. 

Almost all are being imported from U.S., Portugal and 

a180, in hardwoods, from 5.1. Asia. There sppears to be very 

limited production within Canada. In Por~ugal shutters are 

produced from maritime pine, a species with no advantage over 

lodgepole pine. In the U.S., eastern white pine is used by 

one large producer in the state of New York and ponderosa pine 

Is used by a number of producers 1n Texas. It Is interesting 

to note that Texas has become a production centre, even though 

neither the raw material nor the market is in Texas. 

Only clear lumber can be used for shutter manufacture 

but the majority of lengtha are .short. Technically, 

therefore, it would seem likely that the Alberta resource 

would be auitable. Whether it would be economically practical 

1a, however, extremely difficult to prejudge. Extensive yield 

analysea, relative to the necessary manufacturing procesa and 

the Ind1vid~1 p1ece lengtha required, would be necesaary. 
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FURNITURE 

There are two different sectors of the furniture 

industry as it relates to the opportunites for pine. Finished 

pine furniture, selling through regular furniture outlets, 

appears to be only a limited market in Toronto or, indeed, the 

bulk of Canada. There are a few, relatively small, 

manufacturing companies, mostly in the east and none of the 

big cOlllpanies appear to produce any significant volumes of 

pine furniture. 

The potential for unfinished pine furniture, however, 

appears to be significantly greater. There has been a 

dramatic change in this market over the last few years. Some 

time ago "unpainted furniture" was essentially a very low cost 

product, uaing low grade materiala. Thia ia changing in 

Canada and has already changed significantly in the U.S. 

Information on thia market aector ia given in greater depth in 

section 4.4 dealing with the U.S. market. 

Since the quality unfiniahed pine furniture market is 

stUl 1n ita infancy, there waa no conaenaus on the 

potential. A number of companiea were convinced that the 

knock down (K-D) furniture approach waa not one that suited 

the ,Canadian buyer. At the same time, one of these companies, 

Woolco, went on to state that the Ontario market waa 

developing well for unfinished furniture. It seems that a 

compromiae approach, where the retail outlet receivea and 

atorea the product in K-D form but preaenta and sella it fully 

assembled, may be appropriate. There is little significant 

difference 1,.n'the effect on the manufacturer, whichever of 

these routea ia beat. 
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The Bay/Simpsons has underway, currently, a test 

market program in Winnipeg for both a high and a low line 

pine furniture. This is being promoted in the hardware 

section not in the furn1.ture section. Clearly, therefore, 

this company believes there is some potential. 

Companies such as Lansing and Castle also believed 

that a "mix and match" pine furniture component program could 

have a good potential. Furthermore Cantor is now offering, 

essentially as a development from its laminated shelving ", 
system, simple desk/table furniture in pine. 

There are, however, companies such as Beaver, Cashway 

and Canadian Tire which were considerably less positive about 

the potential in their outlets. Beaver had tried, with little 

success, some time ago. Canadian Tire believed that, though 

unfinished furniture may have potential, it was questionable 

whether pine was the right raw" material. 

It i~ important to note that there is an expanding 

industry in S.!. Asia producing K-D furniture - even in pine 

from New Zealand. This is a very competitive area and even 

after paying freight and import duty into Canada (17.5% or a 

preferential rate for 11.5%) can land goods in Canada at 

extremely low prices. 

Only a limited amount of information is available on 

the qualities of the Alberta pines compared with ponderosa or 

eastern white pines relative to machinability, the effects on 

cutting tools or the energy required. Informal discussions 

with stllff ot" Forintek in Vancouver suglest that the pine froll 

Alberta should have no silnificant disadvantage in terms of 

the quality of finished surface. 
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• It would therefore appear that, given that a lI\ark~t 

exists for furniture produced from pine with sound tight 

knots, the Alberta resource can provide a suitable raw 

material. It is expected, however, that this would need to be 

cut specifically from the log and could not be developed or 

remanufactured from stock that has been cut for dimension 

lumber. Further analysis of grade and dimension requirements 

would be necessary to define exactly how this problem, and the 

problem relative to disposal of fall down, could be resolved. 

'The approach to both grading and drying would also have to be 

changed from that used for dimension lumber. Appearance, and 

type and position of defects become very important. 

Similarly, a fast drying schedule resulting in 19% moisture 

content would no longer be suitable. Careful drying down to 

around 10%, with the maximum relief of inherent stresses, 

would be essential. 

If the primary saw milling industry can provide this 

type of raw material it would appear that the opportunity 

exists for a secondary manufacturing industry producing a 

quality pine furniture tn Alberta. T .. ater comments in this 

I:ltudy on the potential fn the U.S. would appear to reinforce 

this optimistic outlook. 

FINGEI-JOINTED·LUMBEI 

It appears generally agreed that the Toronto market 

is not ready for finger-jointed studs or dimension lumber in 

standard lengths and sizes. A limited market exists for 

special cone.t'ruction projects where lengths over 22' are 

requt red t n 2 x 6 'to 10 lumber. Thts t s not, howevc r, ., 1 a rge 

volume. At the retail level, it appears that the conaumer 

still views any finger-jointed' construction lumber with a 

great deal of suspicion. 
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There is, on the other hand, a large llIarket for 

finger-jointed door jambs. These must, however, be free of 

any defects and it appears 'generally accepted that it would 

not be economic to produce such a product from the Alberta 

resource with its large number of knots. An analysis of 

yields Clnd manufacturing costs would be required to establish 

whether this generally held view is in fact valid, bearing in 

mind the likely increase due in the prices of ponderosa pine. 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

There are some other lumber products which could have 

potential and which were investigated in Toronto. These are 

not, strictly speaking, the products of secondary manufacture 

but can represent upgrading or additional value to the primary 

producer. 

Mechanically stress rated lumber (MBa) 

The long term potential for this product is excellent and, as 

yet, there·are no producers of MSR lumber east of Alberta in 

Canada. New building codes and new building technologies will 

increase the demand for MSR lumber. This subject i. discussed 

in considerable depth in a study entitled "The Market 

Potential for Mechanically Stress Rated Lumber". 

Fencing 

All outlet. carry a variety of wood fencing product. 

in cedar, treated wood and whitewood. lloweyer, the market for 

white wood fencing in the Toronto area would be difficult to 

penetrate from Alberta. There are many potential suppliers in 

Ontario and Quebec and the fencing is essentially a low value 

product recovered from low grade lumber. 
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Siding 

A market still exists for wood sidings even though 

hardboard, aluminum and vinyl sidinss now dominate the new 

construction market. Cedar holds the major share of the 

remaining market for wood. As cedar prices rise there may be 

some opportunity for spruce siding but it is felt that the 

prospects for Alberta production in the Toronto market are not 

attractive. 

Home Centre Lumber 

Short lengths and small sizes such as 1 x 2, 1 x 3, 

1 X 4, 1 x 6 And 2 x 2 move steadily through the retail 

outlets. The margins obtained by the stores for these sizes 

are very substantial. nowcver, the ready availability Crom 

eastern mills of these sizes in truck load quantities would 

make it difficult for an Alberta producer to compete. 
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TABLE 4.2 

List of Contacts Hade in Toronto 

Canfor Ltd. 

Lansin8 Buildall 

Ikea 

Cashway Buildin8 Centres 

Beaver Lumber Co. Ltd. 

LBHAO (Lumber and Buildin8 Materials Association of Ontario) 

Hason Windows I .. td. 

Homecare Butldin8 Centres Ltd. 

Government of Canada. - Regional Industrial Development 

Government of Ontario ~ Ministry of Natural Resources 

F.W. Woolworth Co. (Woolco) 

Hudson's Bay/Simpsone 

Canadian Tire Corporation Ltd. 

Ontario Furniture Manufacturers Association 

Castle Building Cen~res Group Ltd. 

Abitibi-Price 

I 
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4.4 UNITED STATES - MID WEST 

A list of the companies and groups contacted is shown 

in Table 4.3. A number of those interviewed represented large 

chains. As a result. the information 88thered represented the 

current experience of about 600 outlets with annual sales in 

the region of $1.6 billion. In addition to discussions with 

the merchandising and purchasina personnel a number of the 

retail outlets wer.e also visited. This allowed the consultant 

to obtain first hand impressions of how the various products 

were being presented to the public. 
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PANELLING 

The variety and the competitive nature of the wall 

decorating market in the U.S. is even more overwhelming in the 

U.S. than that described for Canada. The views regarding the 

growth potential for solid wood panelling vary significantly. 

In areas surrounding large centres of population such as 

Chicago and Minneapol1s/St. Paul t-he prospects appear to be 

excellent. For example, Fullerton Lumber suggested that the 

volume could increase by more than five times in the next few 

years. Others such as Knox indicated that they had doubled 

their sales in the last year. It must be emphasized, however, 

that this was from a very low volume. 

In contrast, rural areas and also the smaller cities 

do not appear to show much interest. The retail outlets 

visited in St. Louis and Kans«s City had very limited, or no, 

solid wood panelling on display. Whether they are simply at 

an earlier point on the product growth line or whether 

consumer attitudes are fundamentally different is difficult to 

ascertain. It was suggested that the former was probably the 

case since these areas tend to be more conservative. 

It seems clear that the market is changing. The 

deMand for 4' x 8' sheets of imitation wood is declining as 

consumers look for something different. There is a 

perceptible trend towards a greater awareness of quality and a 

wil11ngnes_ to pay for 1t. Home owners are foresee1na the 

need to stay longer 1n the1r houses and are upgrading their 

surrounding_ by home improvement • . , 
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The major problem is the large number of products 

available on the market. Retail outlets are unable to display 

and maintain stocks of overy thing. They must, thereFore, 

choose certain 11nes. The producer with a strong distrlbution 

network and good product presentation is the one that will 

succeed. Price is certainly important but not to the same 

extent as a commodity product. Provided that a well presented 

product can be retailed for $0.75 to $0.85 per sq. ft. it 

should have good potential. 

LAMINATED BOARDS 

Laminated pine boards have been sold in the past in 

the areas visited but not one of the companies contacted were 

currently handling this product. Recent promotional efforts 

by two companies promotins laminated boards so far appear to 

have met with little success. Edward Hines Lumber Co., a 

Chicago based chain, used to market a similar product produced 

by one of its subsidiaries. The subsidiary bas been sold and 

Hines indicated that it is unlikely to pursue this product 

line from outside suppliers. 

The difficulty appears to be that no market "niche" 

is readily apparent. The shelvins market is essentially 

controlled by particleboard with an overlay finish. There are 

also speciality items such as heavy solid pine boards and edge 

glued oak. The great majority of those interviewed felt that 

a laminated pine would not be of interest to them in this 

context. 

The concept of component furniture systems, as being 

considered in Toronto, did not produce much enthusiasm. 

Almost none of those contacted had &iven this possibility any 

thought but their initial reaction was negative. 
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The sale of la~inated boards to the DIY consumer for 

general use see~ed ~ore likely to have so~e success. The 

product would, however, have to co~pete with ponderosa pine 

boards currently being offered. It was believed that the 

consumer would be unlikely to pay any ~ore than for solid wood 

and would probably expect to pay less. Advantages relative to 

stability and so on would be difficult to promote. There 

could be a market in widths greater than 12" but it was 

suggested that the consu~er is now accusto~ed to looking at 

panel boards when wider widths are needed. 

It is the consultants' belief that this so~ewhat 

negative view of the potential as expressed by the retailers 

is unduly pessi~istic. There is no doubt, however, that 

prices will be l~portant. The relationship between future 

prices for wide ponderosa pine boards and the raw material 

from which the edse slued boards can be .ade will be 

critical. The. ponderosa pine resource is declining both in 

>quality and quantity. Therefore prices seem likely to rise at 

a faster pace than those.for the lower grade. of s-p-r 
di~ension l~ber. As the gap widens the economic viability of 

edge glued board production will become more attractive. 

SHUTTERS 

As in the Toronto area, ~ost of the outlets visited 

1n the United States carried interior pine shuttera. These 

were all manufactured domeatically but by relatively few 

co~paniea. They were usually well placed in the store and 
.> 

occupied a signific~nt amount of display space. 
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The companies visited did not regard shutters as a 

major market but indicated that they were a line with good 

margins and steady movement. Menards, for example, advised 

that it expected to get 6 or 7 turns per year and that the 

average store would take about 150 sets per shipment. The 

most popular sizes appear to be 6" x 20", 7" x 20", and 

6 If x 28" •. 

There are no statistics available on the size of this 

particular niche. However, if Mellards are represl:!ntative then 

it would seem likely that the home centres alone probably sell 

about $100 million of shutters annually. In addition hardware 

outlets and national chains such as X-Mart are likely to sell 

considerable volumes. 

It appears likely, therefore, that a very substantial 

market, in total, exists. The comments regarding production 

and economic feasiblli·ty made relative to Toronto in 

Section 4.3 should be noted. 

FURNI'rURE 

"The Bare ~ruth: Unfinished. Furniture Soars". "With 

sales of over the $1 billion mark last year and a 25 percent 

increase predicted for 1983, unfinished furniture 1s proving 

its value to the industry". 

Comments such as this quote from the May 1983 issue 

of Furniture Design and Manufacturing are appearing in a 

number of furniture and interior design magazines. The image 

of unfinished furniture has totally changed. Most of 

the unfinished manufacturers are now producing high qusUty 

products. 
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About half of the furn! ture .1s produced in hnrdwood -

mainly solid oak. The rest is pine and is divided 

approximately equally between hiah quaU ty clear pine with no 

knots and pine with sound tight knots. This would suggest 

that the market for furniture that could be produced from the 

lodgepole pine available in Alberta is currently over $250 

million in the U.S. 

Sales are handled through various channels. There 

are now about 7,500 speciality stores across the U.S. which 

concentrate on unfinished furniture. A typical franchise 

group is "Naked Furniture". This chain started only 3 years 

ago and by May 1983 had opened 58 stores •. By July 1st this 

will be increased to 73 stores. 

High volume chains such as K-Mart also feature 

selected product ranges, usually the less expensive lines. 

Some home centre groups also carry unfinished furniture but 

with varying success. 

In total the Unfinished Furniture Institute estimates 

that there are about 10,000 retailers handling the product. 

The big population areas such as Los Angeles and Chicago have 

been the.leaders but all areas are showing growth. Unfinished 

furniture 1s particularly popular in suburban areas where 

buyers have the space to work on their purchases to fintsh 

thell. 

There are currently estimated to be about 700 

manufacturers and the pine being used is primarily ponderosa 

or eastern ~h1te. One of the lars_st, "Harris of Pendleton", 

Oregon. was contacted. This cOllpany uses only ponderosa pine 

from its own sawaill but conceded, 1n discussion, that 

lodgepole pine II1ght be adequate for SOll8 product lines. 
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Full information on all the manufacturers is 

available from "The Source Book" published by u.S. Expositions 

Inc. (1850 Oak St., Northfield, Illinois, 60093) at a price of 

$35. 

The same company also runs a number of trade shows on 

unfinished furniture. The next one, the eighth, will take 

place from July 31st to August 3rd, 1983 at the O'Hare 

Exposition Center in Chicago. It is essentially a show 

designed for buyers and producers of unfinished furniture. It 

would, nevertheless, offer an excellent ~pp~rtunity for an 

Alberta company that is interested in either producing a 

furniture grade or actually manufacturing furniture. The 

types of products and the specification of lumber required 

could both be seen. 

The next whow after this is scheduled for Harch 1984 

in Las Vegaa. 

FINGER-JOINTING 

Finger-jointing in order to remove all defects and 

achieve clear lumber is acceptable in the market for 

mouldings, doors and windows. Finger-jointing in construction 

lumber ia not accepted in the markets visited. Even finger

jointed studs, which have an excellent market in Texas, appear 

unsaleable in the mid-western atatea. 

There is some specialty demand for lengths in excess 

of 20/22' which can often only be supplied by finger

jointing. This is not a largo volume since architects tend to 

avoid desians that demand such specificatIon. Hany are also 
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unaware of the potential availahility of longer lengths. As 

the availability of supply from companies such as The Pas in 

Prince George, B.C. becomes better known, the architects may 

well welcome the additi~nal flexibility of design that long 

finger-jointed lengths will provide. 

It must be emphasized, however, that this market 

cannot be supplied with just 2 x 4 and 2 x 6. Wider widths 

such as 2 x 8 and 2 x 12 are essential. It is doubtful 

whether the Alberta resource would be suitable for these wider 

widths. 

Finger-jointed studs, though not yet accepted in the 
markets visited, have a growing market in areas such as Texas, 

3nd Arhona. The industrialized builders have appr~ciated the 

advantages of greater stability and now have confidence tn the 

~tructural integrity of the Joints. Prices for finger-jointed 

S-P-F studs maintained a substantial marsin over solid wood 

studs even in the recent poor market conditions. This margin 

was in excess of $25 per thousand, at times, for a well 

produced stud that had been dressed after finier-jointins. 

Previous studies have indicated that the market for 

finger-jointed studs 18 11kely to Srow. There would therefore 

appear to be an opportunity to increase the value of low grade 

dimension lumber in Alberta. It should be noted however that 

this information 1s dated and is not based on the market 

research undertaken for this study and would need 

confirmation. The market areas visited on this occasion do 

not yet accept finser-jointed studs. 
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OTHER PRODUCTS 

As in the case of Toronto some further products other 

than commodity lumber were investigated. 

MSR Lumber 

Discussions with wholesalers and distributors 

indicated that demand for MSR lumber, particularly in 

Minneapolis/St. Pauls continues to grow. This market holds an 

excellent potential for Alberta sawmills. 

Fencina 

The fencing market at the retail level is 

particularly strong at this time of the year. Furthermore 

there appears to be an increase in the use of fencing. Most 

companies visited indicated that they were having difficulty 

obtaining supply. This 18, basically, due to the poor markets 

for commodity lumber. Fencing is usually remanufactured from 

shorts. Consequently, if mills are producing below capacity, 

then they develop less low value m.1terial suitable for 

rcmanu'facture into fencing; hence shortages can develop. 

Though the fencing market in the mtd-west certainly 

offers an opportunity for secondary manufacture in Alberta the 

econo~cs of such an operation would need careful evaluation. 

It is probable thaa the returns would be better than those 

that could be obtained from the Toronto ~lrket. Sutherlands 

in Kansas City indicated that Chandler in Idaho supplies ... 
fencing to & number of the Sutherlands outlets in the south 

and west of the u.s. Huch of the row materl ... l IIst,d by 

Chandler comes from B.C. and Alberta. It would therefore 

appear that an opportunity could well exist for Alberta. 
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Sidings 

Unfortunately, spruce siding has a poor image in the 

market areas visited. The retail market for lumber siding is 

very small and the consensus was that contractors would not be 

interested in spruce. The majority of the exterior cladding 

being in hardboard, aluminum and vinyl. High quality homes 

sometimes demanded a lumber siding but in these cases the 

extra cost of cedar or redwood would be accepted. There does 

not, th~refore, appear to be a potential "niche" for a siding 

based on the Alberta resource in the markets visited. 

Home Centre Lumber 

Furring strips and short lengths of boards represent 

a high IMrain steady volume business to the recall outlet. It 

was difficult to identify any precise figures for the actual 

volumes handled but it seemed generally agreed that it would 

be in the region of 15 percent of the lumber sold at the 

retail level. On this basis the U.S. retail trade would sell 

about $1 billion of these sizes annually. This Is clearly a 

large market and is one that is not beina supplied by Alberta 

mills. 

The principal problell lies 1n distribution and 

marketing. Though the volumes in total are large the 

quantities of each size r~qu1red at anyone tiae by each 

outlet are sull. A nUllber of cOllpantes sUlsested that 

producers could profit froll makins a special effort on this 

type of business. The size of units should relate to the 

volulles any ,one outlet needs. Prices should be per piece not 

based on thousand board feet. If shipment can only be made by 

rail car then llixed cars containina som. bundles of these 

sizes should be offered. 
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The costs of developing a program along tllese lines 

would need evaluation. There is little doubt, however, that 

the forest industry in Alberta and B.C. has done little to 

recognize the special needs of the retail DIY market. It is a 

speciality, not a commodity, business and requires a different 

marketing approach. 

There are opportunities in this market sector for 

Alberta companies. Strictly speaking it would not be in 

secondary manufacturing but a development of innovative 

marketing at the primary manufacturing level. 

It is worth noting that a number of companies in 

Quebec and Ontario have already developed a more flexible and 

specialized approach to home centre lumber needs. 
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TABLE 4.l 

List of Contacts Made in the United States 

------------------.,----------------------,------------=.:~ Chicago 
- Edward Hines Lumber Co. (25/60) 
- Glenview Mfa. Co. 
- Gee Lumber (ll/33) 
- Naked Furniture (Cushman Co. Inc.) 
- K-Kart 
- Unfinished Furniture Institute 
- Aspen Sales Inc. (panelboard wholesaler) 
- R. Kerwin (lumber wholesaler) 
- Courtesy Home Centre (4/2l) 
- National Home Centre News 
- Hard~Andy (II/55) 
- Forest City Home Improvement (l/1 - part of 21/110 

group based Ohio) 
St. Louis 

- Great Central Lumber Co. (4/1) 
- Hill Beham Lumber Co. (31/50) 
- Georgia Pacific Corp. 
- Ccnl.:rnl Hardware Co. (lO/180) 
- K-Mart 
- Band B Home Supply/Eclips. Industries (8/22) 
- Essen Hardware and Lumber (4/1) 
- Ranch Lumber (2/1) 

Kansas City 
- Sutherland Lumber Co. (72/200) 
- Daniels-McGray Lumber (4/18) 
- Payless Cashways Inc. (99/500) 
- Beverly Lumber Co. (4/6) 
- Cash Bargain Lumber (1/4) 

Minneapolis/St. Pauls and Vicinit! 
- Henard Cashway Lumber (1 /127) 
- Anderson Corporation 

Fullerton Lumber Co. (65/35) 
- Winter Sales 
- Great Plains Supply Co. (114/110) 
- hox Lumber Co. (9/7 5) 
- Reserve Supply Co. 

Lampert Lumber Co. (49/68) 
- Can~.9n Corp. 
- Plywood Minnesota (21/37) 
- C-H Carpenter Lumber Co. (8/10) 

Cl1mbles 

Note: Bracketed figures indicate number of outlets/recent 
sales value in $ mil11on. 
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4.5 WINDOW COMPONENTS 

The largest window manufacturer in North America is 

Andersen Corporation. Detailed discussions were held with 

this company since it is generally regarded as being one of 

the leaders in window manufacture. 

The company uses about 100 Million board feet per 

year of lumber of which 50 percent is bought as lumber, for 

remanufacture by Andersen, and the balance is bought pre-cut 

to specified lengths. At present the great Majority of all 

lumber used is ponderosa pine though a liMited volume of 

Canadian white pine is now being purchased. Andersen's worked 

with a saw ml11 in Idaho to develop a suitable grade from 

lodgepole pine. The Mill decided that the effort required to 

select the grade was too great and the programme was dropped. 

Though a sound tight, knotted grade of lumber is not 

suitable in all cases, it appears that Andersen could purchase 

around 15 Million board feet of cut stock in such a grade. 

There are three main specifications which are required. The 

dct:l Ued rcqui rements are .. hown in Appendix B. The total 

annul'll volulQe for these Ls around 10 million board Ct!et and 

price levels in May, 1983 were in the region of U.S.$700 per 

thousand board feet FOB saw mill. 

There i. little doubt that the Alberta resource can 

provide a considerable volume of material that would meet 

these specifications. Furthermore it could be cut from logs 

that are currently being sawn into dimension lumber at an FOB 

mill price of"U.S.$200 to $230 per thousand board feet (Hay, 

1983). There are, however, manufacturing and grading 

uLrricultles. The .. pecifications demand full or over size 
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dimensions. which would make it difficult to pull out suitable 

pieces from CLS dimension stock. Also, the moisture content 

required is a maximum of 11%. 

These are not insuperable difficulties, but 101111 

certainly interrupt normal production and will have a cost. 

Detailed analysis will be required to determine whether, for 

any particular mill, this cost is greater or less than the 

additional $400 to $500 per thousand board feet that could be 

obtained. It is highly likely that the answer will vary. 

radically from mill to mill. 

It is important to note that the requirements being 

dicussed are only those of one company, albeit the largest. 

There are, therefore, many other window manufacturers who 

could be interested if it can be shown that lodgepole pine is 

an adequate substitute for ponderosa or eastern white pine. 

The potential size of the market could, therefore, be 

well in excess of the Andersen volume. 
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4.6 EXPORT MARKETS OFFSHORE 

The scope of the market study did not include any 

detailed assessment of the opportunities for export to 

offshore markets. The Alberta forest product industry has 

tended to believe that the transportat ion dt sndvontClges» 

relative to B.C. mills, for shipping to the coast make it 

impractical to consider export. This disadvantage varies 

depending on the locations but the freight cost to the coast 

would be in the region of $30 per thousand board feet IDore for 

an Alberta mill than for a B.C., Interior mill. 

A cost of this nature would represent a significant 

part of the value of regular dimension lumber. For higher 

value speciality products or sizes, it is, however. a 

considerably smaller proportion. 

The European market for redwood in a joinery grade is 

very sizeable. Precise figures are not published but. on the 

basis of what is known of Scandinavian production, the volume 

of grades of better than construction quality softwood lumber 

being exported to the EEC is likely to be close to 1 billion 

board feet per year. 

The nature ~~ lodgepole pine in Alberta is not very 

different from the pine being cut in Scandinavia and sold as 

redwood. It should be noted that in Europe pine and spruee 

are separated. Pine is sold aa -redwood- and commands about 

20 percent higher prices than spruce. which i8 sold as 

"whitewood-. 
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Many Swedish sawmills are able to obtain over 50 

percent yield of the hisher grades. Though it is not 

suggested that existing Alberta mills could obtain a similar 

recovery it is likely that a reasonable proportion of high 

value grade that could compete with the ScaDdinavian product 

should be possible. 

The prices that have been applicable during the 

latter part of 1982 indicate that the return to an Alberta 

~ill could have been close to double that be1na obtained for 

dimension lumber at that time. It muat be emphasised, 

however, that thia is not yet an estabUshed IUrket. European 

buyera have yet to be convinced that Canadlan lodlepole pine 

can be produced and Iraded properly. Moat appear to belleve 

that the speciea offera a reaaonable substltuta for 

Scandinavian redwood. They lack confidence, however, in North 

AI.erlcan l)ruducera on two p4:&rtlcular cou~ts: 

production standards and quality control. 

coaadtt.ent (paat experience haa ShOWD that. Canadian 

producers are fickle and will chanae fra. one market to 

another aa pricea alter). 

The.e are valld concerna. Horth Aaeric&n production 

standarda, includina quality control, are inferior to those 

accepted in lurope. Furthermore the fore.t induatry, in 

C.nada In particular. haa a co.aodlty tradlaa .. ntallty whlch 

reaulta in a ahort tera sellins approach aa oppoaed to 10nl 

tur • .arketlna. 
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Consequently, though a potential market certalnly 

exists, it is not one that can be developed easily and 

rapidly. So far, there is only one company in the B.C. 

interior that has totally committed to developing this 

market. Others have experimented from time to time but, 

essentially, the results of their activity have only confirmed 

the buyers views that (a) lodgepole pine could be suitable and 

(b) that Canadians are unreliable. 

Before an Alberta producer tries to develop this 

potentially profitable market it will be essential that the 

company management becomes fully aware of the effort and 

co~m1ttment, and the costs of these, that will be necessary. 

A real understanding of consumers' needs and the trade and 

distribution structure involved is also necessary. 

Inevitably the Alberta mill will always have a 

transp'ortation disadvantage relative to the B.C. mill. 

Consequently, if a large number of B.C. mills converted to 

this type of .production with the result that supply exceeded 

demand, the Alberta mill could be in a poor position. 

However, there is Uttle sign at present that B.C. mills are 

likely to make such a move. Furthermore, the production 

economics of such an activity suggest that a large volume, 

high speed mill should concentrate on dimensi~n lum~er. Some 

of the smaller Alberta mills, with higher than uvC:!rage costs 

for dimension lumber production, could be in a quite different 

situation. 

Thi~. is not the only potential market for sol1dwood 

export but, in the consultants' view, it is the one that 

offers the best opportunity, benri n8 in ml nd the 

transportation disadvantage. Other markets, such as North 

Africa and the Middle Rast, tend to be for construction grade 

material and would be less economically attractive. 
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Similarly the growth potential for S-P-F dimension 

lumber in Japan is not of any real interest to Alberta while 

there is a freight disadvantage relative to B.C. mills. 

Rilther than absorb $30 l)f:!r thousand freight cost it would be 

preferable to drop prices $10 in the North American market. 

This 1s a somewhat simplistic approach but, nevertheless, 

essentially valid. 
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SECTION 5.0 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 The Alberta secondary IDanufactured wood product 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

5.5 

5.6 

industry is large and provides direct employment for about 

5,500 Albertans. Annual sales values are in excess of $400 

million with a large value added component. 

The wood products used as raw material by most of the· 

industry are not based on the Alberta forest resource. 

The industry consumption of particleboard would 

provide tl substantIal market for an Alberta based plant. 

The millwork industry is beins particularly severely 

affected by the depressed economic conditions. 

The relocatable structure industry has been very 

adversely affected by the reduction 1n petroleum deyelopment 

activity. 

The following industry sectors appear to have 

expansion potential based on a comparison of domestic 

production a~d consumption: 

windows 

doors 

kitchen cabineta 

furniture 
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5.7 

5.8 

5.9 

5.10 

The following industries do not appear to have any 

significant potential for expansion due to the capacity of the 

co~panies that currently exists: 

millwork 

custom cabinets 

trusses 

The manufactured ho~e industry may have the potential 

for expansion once the economy recovers but there are 

constraints related to zoning. financing and the i~~ge of the 

product. 

The following product lines have good market 

p()t<:nt lOll: 

unfinished pine furniture 

interior shutters 

laalnated boards 

int~rior panelling 

MSl lumber 

luaber in hoae centre s1zes 

The econollic feasibll1ty of production of these itells 

based on the Alberta forest resource requires examination. 

The export market may have a good potential for 

selected grades and sizes. A detailed knowledge of users' 

require~ents, distribution stru~tures and trade practtces is 

<:HHc.mt.1al. 
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APPENDIX A 

IMPORT DUTIES 



IMPORT DUTIES ON WOOD PRODUCTS INTO CANADA 

Duty on wood and wood products into Alberta from 

u.s. 

1) Wood windows - 13.8% duty ~ 5% FST on duty paid in $C. 

2) Kitchen cupboards - 17.5% ~ 5% FST from U.S. 

3) Particleboard - 11% ~ 9% FST. 

4) Raw wood of any species that has been planed but not 

sanded, profiled, and cut and is RIL with the salAe 

profile alonl its lenlth. i.e. fir and finger jointed 

pine from Washinlton, oak from U.S. and mahogany - 0% 

duty. 

- end cutting.or profiling would then put the commodity 

in a 12.1% duty ~ S% PST. 

IMPORT DUTIES INTO THE U. S. (1983) 

Product 

Furniture (whethelr aSBumbled or not) 

chair. 

other than chairs 

Shutters 

fixed louvres 

moveable louvres 

Tariff1 

6.9% 

3.8% 

16-2/3% 

8% 



- - .-----. _ .. - ---

Panelling or Siding 

proftled only in longitudial direction 

end matched, stained or treated 

Fenc!ns 

whether or not assembled 

Source: U.S. Customs 

1 Percentage of selling price excluding cost of 

transportation within the U.S. 

free 

2-1/2% 

free 
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Specific Rcquirements for Permol-Shield Narroline Sill - White & Ten'atone 
Cutstock 

REVISIONS 
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t.;} 1. General Requirements: Specification F3. Grade 3. 

2. Haterial Size: 

1 

2.1 See #6 piagram - this s~. 
2.2 Stock shall be lL-ufonn width over whole lerqth, no taper allowed. 

3. ~luill?: 

3.1 Fingerjointing, core blockin;, and edge gluing shall be allowed as per 
#6 Diagram. . 

3.2 Adhesive used shall be "Wet Use" as approved by specification Bl. 

4. cet..esll: 
4.1 Sourd knots shall be allowed up to 2" in diameter in area A-B only, 

see #6 Diagram. Only sound knots up to 1/2" in diameter shall be 
allowed 4" fran the erxis. 

4.2 Other defects as per specification F3 - grade 3 shall be allO¥Ied. 

5. Layioo Instructions: Lay millable defects up and away fran the guide. 

6. Diacrram: 

6 • 1 l.en;;1th tolerance: +1/2", -0" • 
6.2 ShadEd a.."'eas indicate locations where glue lines shall not be allowe1. 
6.3 RCS mlnbers, rough cut l~hs and unit n\.lTll:;ers sWl be as follGlls: 

lJNrI' NUMBER 

1-8 
2-0 
2-4 
2-8 . 
3-0 
3-4 
3-8 

Picture Win::Jal 

4-4 
S-O 
S-8 

~l'Qlz !'W. 
6-4 
8-4 

7. Moulder Clean-!Jg: 

RCXJGi aJT ~ 

31- 11" 
41- 6" 
5 1

- 2" 
5 1

- 10" 
61- 6" 
71- 2" 
3'- 11" 

41- 7" 
5'- 3" 
5'- 11" 

6' - 7" 
.. 8 1 --7" 

7.1 Bed: 0" - 1-13/32" or 1/16" - 1-9/16" 
7.2 Guide: 1/16" 

~ 

2 piece 
2 piece 
2 piece 
2 piece 
2 piece 
2 piece 
1 piece 

1 piece 
1 piece 
1 piece 

1 piece 
1 piece 

Res NlMB~ 

870604640 
870604646 
870604652 
870604659 
870604668 
870604674 
870604640 

870604648 
870604654 
870604660 

870604667 
870604689 

~dC:tSen Corporation 11~!!1 
aarPOn', MlftMMIC. UOOl 



\.) 6. Diagram: 

A 
--1-~ 1-----3 -1/4 -----------. . 1 

.. -1 1 
--~~~~============================~~ GUIDE t--

BED WIDTH 

-------6->2 +~ -0----

THKNS 

1-13/32 
+5/32 
- 0 t 

i } 
{ 

i 

\ 
l 

.== __ .=======tW~tj~IT~;~-:._=====-==--=-=.--=- .=-....:::::.=--==-.:....,,=.:. .. _ 

'""""---l-~ 
B A 

1 

--___ '_~~·~~~~ _________ ~==~======~G~~~ 
THKNS 
1- 13/32 

+ 5/32 
-O~ 

Andersen Corporot ~n I~] 
a.",.".. "'-.me "00) L_ 

TERRArONE 
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1. General Rc:gUiranents: Specif ication F3 - Grade 3. 

2. Material Size: 

2.1 See H6 Diagram - this sheet. 
2.2 . Stock shall be uniform width CNer wlDle lergth, m taper all~'Cd. 

). Glu.in::l: 

3.1 Fi1'X1erjo1ntinjJ and ~e gluin; shall be allowed. 
3.2 .Mhesive used shall be "Wet Use" as approved ~ specification Bl. 

4. Defects: 

4.1 Sounr3 knots shall be all~91 up to 1 "" in diameter, except within 3" of 
cutstock ends. 

4.2 Other defects as per specification F3-Grade 3 shall be allowed. 
5. Layiro .IfI.structions: lay millable aefects up am away fran the guide. 

6. O;.acram: 

6.1 Lergth tolerance: +1", -0". 
6.2 
6.3 

Shaded areas indicate locatialS where glue lines shall not be allowed. 
RCS nunbers, unit nunbers and rcuqh cut lergt.hs shall be as follOA: 

~oo. 

ou 
aU/ANl 
Cl/Al 
CX1 
C30/A30 
em/AX1 
C2/A2 
CX2 
C3/A] 

~-WI~TH 
7. Moulder Clean-Up: 

7.1 Bed - 0" 
7.2 . GW.ae - 1/16" 

1'- SIt 
1'- 9" 
2'- 0" 
2'- SIt 
3'- 0" 
3'- SIt 
4'- 0" 
4'- 9" 
6'- 0". 

BED 

800618813 
800618819 

'800618820 
800618824 
800618830 
8OO61883S 
800618840 
800618848 
800618860 

GU I DE f 
THKNS . ., " 

1-13/3Z' +17/32,-0 

J 
4 - 5/' 6" ... I /4 "J'I - 0"-......... A . 1"1. . . .t'\1ldersen \...Drporation I ~ , 

aa"... "'~IOI' UOOl ~ --
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. ",\' j. 11 fLE !,j'(.'\' ~1 it: :\l~~itlirl.!::I,·11ts for Pcrr..;..-Shicld r;.n-rClline 
", .', si(lc .1.1mb Cutstock 

...... 4 _ •• - ____ ------

!v'.;,T. sr::c. NO. F .. ,,(, i: 
r35 ? 

~,.j 1. Genc:ral Reguirements: Specification F3. Grade 3. 

2. Material Size: 

2.1 See 16 Diagram: this sheet. 
2.2 Stock shall be uniform width over whole length. no taper allowed. 

3. Gluing: 

3.1 Fingerjointing and edge gluing shall be allowed as per 16 Diagram. 
3.2 Adhesive used shall be "Wet Use" as approved by Specification BI. 
3.3 Stress testing as per Specification F24 shall be required on all side 

jambs. Unit I 4-6 or loncer containing fingerjointing. 

4. Defects:' 

4.1 Sound knots shall be allowed up to 1/2" in diameter. 
4.2 Other defects as per Specification F3 - Grade 3 shall be allowed. 
4.3 No cup allowed. 

5. Laying InstruCt lOpS: Lay ml11able defects up. 

6. Diagram: 

6.1 Length tolerance: +1". -0". 
6.2 Sha(h:d areas indicate locations where alue lines shall not be allowed. 

U ; 6.3 RCS numbers. unit numbers and rouab cut lenaths shall be allowed as follows: 
I 

UNIT NUl-tHER 

2-10 
3-2 
3-10 
4-2 
4-6 
5-2 
5-6 
6-2 
6-6' 

7.1 led - concave 
7.2 C.id •. - 1/16" 

ROUGH CUT LENGTHS 

3'- 1" 
3'- 5" 
4'- I" 
4'- 5" 
4'- 9" 
5'- 5" 
5'- 9" 
6'- 5" 
6'- 9" 

RCS NUMBER 

870405431 
870405435 
870405441 
870405445 
870405448 
870405455 
870405458 
870405465 
870405469 
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._ ..•. _-- ....... __ .. __ .. __ ._.-...... -----

"i" IilLE. \\ : . .. 

L) 1.. SGasonirg: 

.. 
I , , ' ... ~ 

1.1 All cutstock shall be kiln drie:3. 
1. 2 After dryi.r"Q, no piece shall have a rroisture content greater than 11 ,. 
1. 3 All stock shall be free of seasoniN;1 stresses. 

2. Straightness: .. 
2.1 LEN:IDi FACE EDl 

\\ 

2.2 

0" - 48" 
49" - 65" 
66" - 79" 
80". a.rd 10l'q!r 

£:,m: 1/32" maxinun, 

1/32" rraximun 1/32" max.inun 
1/16" rre.xinun 1/16" rraxinun 
3/32" maximum 3/32" maximum 
1/8" rrexinun 1/8" max.inun 

unless otherwise stated as per individual part spec. 

3. Defects: Shall be classified "No sides e>q:X)sa:3", "('"..ore", "Pe.:.""T!l.3-Shield Covere:3" I 

etc. 
3.1 Material Imperfection: 

3.1.1 One or more 1/32" wide checks, no closer than 3" to th~ end of the 
piece. The co~bined leng,h of multiple checks shall n~t ~~c~ed 3", 
rieces up to 4" wide, and 0", pic~es over 4·" ~/i1e. No t~ro:h checks 

3.1.2 One or nora dry pitch s:xx;1sets, 1/8" wide and the canbined length 
not exceedi.nQ 4". 

3.1.3 c:ne or nore light pitch streaks 1/12 of. the width and the canbine.:l 
len;th not exc~ 1/6 of the len;;th • 

3.1.4 Grain Orient;.ation on all sides shall not exceed 1" in 5", unless 
otherwise specified as Per individual part specificatioo. ' 

3.1. 5 .5cA.u'd ~ smll be allc:wed up to 1" in diarret.er, unless othlrwi se 
specified as per individual part specificatiCZ'l Within 3" of end. 

3.1.6 Bark and/or ~ shall be allCW!d only wren in area to be milled 
awuy during profilirg. 

3.1. 7 ~ay, Bs&, wxl .\LT}!i.~rl ~m shall not m allCMed. 
3.1.8 Stain: 

3.1.8.1 

3.1.8.2 

Stain: 100' light 1"ctlwn a.rd blue stain allowed, four 
sides of surface Area. M~Jiu~ ~ .. ~ dark stai~ is not 
allowed. 
Stain Classificatiqu 

~n~~,!!e~,~f.,'='ion ~ 
3.1.8.2.1 Ljgbt stain: Sepwood that is SO slightly 

discolored that it does net materially affect 
natural finishes. 

3.1.8.2.2 l-1ediun Btein: Slpwocd has a pronounce:! differ 
ence in colorin;J, which sc::netimes affects its 
usefulness for natural finishes, l:ut not for 
paint finishes. 

'3.1.8.2.3 H;aw Stain: sapwood has so pronounce::i differ 
ences in color that th! grain nay be obscure:3. 

lblc shall be all~. 
Shall t:e allcwed up to 1/4" in dianeter. A fiY.ed 
knot will retain it· s place in dry l\.lr1lter under 
ordinary corXiitions, Dlt can be rroved urxier pressure 
tb:;)ugh not easily p.1Shed 0Jt AI..Ul4ED Wl'IHIN 3" OF 
END • 

. , ----------------------------------------------------------
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t. 3. Defects (cont.) 
't.j 

1 

: i 

I· 
I: 

J .. 

.' 

3.2 

3.3 

Manufacturim I!'!'p::!rfeC'tia"lS: 
3.2.1 Med.iun torn grain shall be allOwlJed not exceeding 1/16" deep. 
3.2.2 Light raise:! and loosened grain shall l:e allcwed not cxcecdin;;1 

1/32" deep. • 
3.2.3 Very light machine bit. go\.ge, and offset shall l:e allowed l'X:1t 

ex.ceer:iirg 1/64" deep. 
3.2.4 Ligh\: -chip marks shall be allowed not excc:-edinrJ 1/32" dt::ep, if 

scattered or mx1iun Chip marks not excee:ling 1/16" deep. one .PU 
piece. 

3.2.5 Slight lalive marks readily visible, bJt TO unevenness to touch. 
3.2.6 Very slight misnatch not exccediJ'lQ 1/64" shall t;e all~. 

Gluim Instructions: _ 
3.3.1 Voids shall be alJ.a..lea as follOlls: 

3.3.1.1 Depth not exceed.irQ 1/16 II • 
3.3.1.2 lerqt.h or ,,'1dth such that one d.i.n~nsion rot c.xce< . .'ding 2" 

and the othar not exceedirg 1/8". 
3.3.2 Set Bag or Uneven Ends shall be allowed rot ex.ceejirx,;J 1/';" when 

lamina~. 
3.3.3 Offset shall be allowed as follows1 

3.3.3.1 Firgerjoint.i..ng shall not exceed 1/16". 
3.3.3.2 Laminating shall not exceed 1I16"~ 

3.3.4 Squeeze Q.lt shall be allOiolOd up to a vol\.lfl'e such that glued loods 
contain no blc:x::lU.rQ. 

3.3.5 Starve:! Joints shall not be allC::wed. Adhesive shall 1:cnd over entire 
area to be Qlued. 

3.3.6 Open Ehiis shall not be allc:wed. 

3.4 Hillable Defects: Oefec::t.s which mill out as per individual part diaC]I"am 
shall be allOoled, provided finislm part is clean. 

4. Glw.ro: 

4.1 See individual part specification. 
4.2 R) edge gluing or larninat.i.rg shall l:e allONed pn finishe::i pr-ofile within 

. 118" of artf side. exposed shoulder, groove or saw kerf. 

5. Dimensiaa1 VariatiqlSl Specific:: n::qui.rErrents indicate a raJ'lQe of c::utstoc::k sizes 
fran which specifiC parts can be millecS. '1l1ese tolerances in many cases exceed 
JTBc:hine capab1lities aft .. initial set-up. Therefore, diJnensialal variatia'lS 
(snallest to largest) within a c::utstcck load shall 1:e as foll.oG: 

5.1 FraTe CQIPO£@!!tS: 
5.1.1 Thiclalesa ... · 1/16" naxinun. 
5.1.2 Width":' 1/16" nax:1num. 
5.1.3 I.enqth - 1" naxinun. 

5. 2 sash Carponcnt.s: 
5.2.1 Thic:lcness - 1/16" max1m.m. 
5.2.2, Width - 3/64" 1TilXinun. 
s. 2. 3 Lcrgth - 1" naxirrun. 

• 
Andersen Co~oration I~-?I 

/tal'pwt. Min_. HOD.' 
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tI 6. Species: See Specification F22-Species requirements. 

1. Special Notes: 

1.1 Specific part requiranents have averrid.:i.n'J authority. 

8. Weight Standards and Calculations: See Fl - 8. 

hdersen Corporation r~.(·1 
Iby ....... Mi'aM"''' SSOOl L _. _J 
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